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Introduction

Warriors in Late Bronze Age Mycenaean society are a dominating
expression in material discourse of Mycenaean identity, specifically as the ideal,
socially preeminent class. Across Mycenaean material culture the warrior class is
distinguished from broader society in their own culture with strength as efficacy
in combat, wealth, and membership in a trans-Mediterranean elite society. The
warrior is overall an elite role, spanning the height of and lesser Mycenaean
elitism as an idealized and individualized identity associated with mortality.
Through the warrior, the ideal Mycenaean identity is assertion by participation in
Mycenaean ideals, and that assertion is carried out by association with mortality,
not as singular death but as engagement with the potential for death.
The questions I engage range. In examining what the Mycenaean ideal
entailed, I must look outside of the ideal. How did the Mediterranean at large and
other cultures and cultural ideals play into the Mycenaean cultural ideal? And
within Mycenaean society how do non-warriors such as women factor into elitism
and evidence the idealism of the warrior and warrior-mortality association?
Within the warrior role, what constitutes the identity, or what did this elite strata
of society actually do with regards to active engagement or symbolic association?
In addition to depiction, how does material and architectural context factor into
the Mycenaean warrior ideal? I engage questions of the warrior ideal, and its
broader temporal and geographic context and significance. How did the
association between warriors and mortality evolve or remain the same over the
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course of the Mycenaean Late Bronze Age? Does the ideal change at the end of
the Bronze Age as a reflection of Mycenaean culture collapsing? And in
comparing Mycenaean territory, were warrior practices wider Mycenaean cultural
practices or local? These questions address Mycenaean militarism and its
predominant factors, identity and how it links to mortality.
In examining the relationship between warrior identity and mortality, it is
necessary to look at warrior life, the representation of it and actual life, and also
warrior death and expression of the deceased’s life. The three primary means of
displaying identity were iconography, military equipment, and burial practice, all
of which together connect identity to active assertion and a need to earn and
maintain that identity by participation and performance. The evidence examined
includes lion iconography because it is the primary and most common form of
representation of warrior life, the chariot because it is a quintessential and primary
technology used in warrior life, and burial custom because it is a finite
relationship between warrior identity and warrior death. All three forms of
evidence will be addressed in varying examples and material contexts in order to
examine their broader significance.
The first evidence addressed is Mycenaean iconography. It depicts lions
more than any other animal associated with Mycenaean warrior culture. This
paper will discuss the three primary lion motifs: the lion hunt motif, the duel
motif, and antithetical arrangement. All three motifs are expressions of strength
and active effectiveness both in the warrior dominating the lion opponent and in
unengaged lions carrying the same symbolic discourse. I will discuss the shared
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iconography of the eastern Mediterranean basin elite, in Assyria, Babylon, Egypt,
and Mycenae. The importance of the hunt is evident in the abundance of lion hunt
imagery throughout this network of cultures, and especially in Mycenaean culture.
It comes to represent Mycenaean warriors both inside and outside of Mycenaean
culture. The duel and antithetical schemes further express power through
domination, and I will discuss the materials used for such depicts as a part of the
symbolic discourse expressing the warrior class. I will discuss the motifs as
symbolism of earned identity, as propagandistic iconography for the display of
trans-Mediterranean elite status, and as aspiration toward the warrior social
standing it maintains. I will discuss how beyond the symbolism of strength, the
scenes depicted are evidence of the ideal warrior’s attitude toward mortality. The
effectiveness the lion motifs display glorify noble combativeness rather than
savagery, and also the courage of risking death. I will discuss the essential
connection between warrior identity and its assertion through attitude toward
mortality, and discuss the end of the Mycenaean ideal in the Bronze Age Collapse
when the focus becomes survival. I argue that across medium and iconographic
motifs the message is the same: efficacy delivers death and the presence of
mortality as risking death is strength. Both are courage asserted in facing
mortality as in combat. Thus, to be victorious constitutes a display of efficacy and
domination of death. Further I will discuss how the possibility of death as an elite
warrior performing his warrior duty constitutes an active assertion of that identity.
I will then discuss the Bronze Age Collapse as the end of the Mycenaean period
sees strength shift from being a power invested in symbols to primarily
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immediate, personal survival ability. The material culture of warrior iconography
drops away, thus showing that the lion in the Mycenaean period represented
efficacy and warrior identity involving the idealized relationship between warriors
and death.
I will then discuss the role of military technology, primarily the chariot in
the Late Bronze Age as a mode of identity actualization. The chariot, like the lion,
indicates elite warrior status with symbolic duality: as material culture recognized
and used in multiple ways throughout the eastern Mediterranean elite society, and
as material culture significant because it is not owned and used by non-elite local
society. I will discuss how the presence of chariot use implies a functional
infrastructure and road network across regions, and by extension implies a level
of safety outside of major cities that would allow travel and trade. Further, beyond
wealth the symbolism and use of chariot technology represents the actualized
mortality of the warrior as confronted in battle. I argue that the chariot represents
the essential participation in Mycenaean warrior culture that connects an
individual to Mycenaean warrior identity. I will evidence this participation in the
use of chariot technology with weaponry – the predominant spear as well as
others – and armor in battle as the vehicle by which Mycenaean warriors assert
their identity. The horse likewise is a means of expressing status and asserted
effectiveness by movement without hesitation in battle. Weaponry and the horse
in tandem with the chariot provide the evidence of what warrior identity entailed:
I argue that the chariot was used in battle as a missile platform, and by extension
was a performance of the ideal Mycenaean warrior identity brought into real
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contact with the mortality linked to the warrior role. I will discuss chariot
performance reflected in chariot depictions, and the defining factors of
Mycenaean warrior and chariot iconography as compared to non-Mycenaean
examples, Minoan ones. I will then discuss the end of the Bronze Age, how
warfare tactics and technology change and chariot use drops away, and thus how
the chariot, like the lion, parallels Mycenaean identity linked to Mycenaean
attitude toward mortality. Through its use and also its absence the chariot goes
beyond symbolic representation to be the means of actualizing both warrior
identity and the mortality tied to it.
My third and final discussion will be Mycenaean burials and funerary
customs, which I argue present the warrior elite as no longer able to enact their
role yet retaining it. Once a warrior reaches the death their role in society has
played to, they continue to be identified with living elite warriors. I will discuss
how warriors in death are respected and represented throughout the Mycenaean
period in the three types of high elite and low elite burials: shaft graves, chamber
tombs, and tholos tombs. Funeral furnishings and remains evidence the assertion
and maintaining of elite warrior identity. In the shaft graves at Mycenae, foreign
influence and imports exemplify wealth while sword manufacture and type are
clear indications of a warrior’s combat role in life, his participation and earned
identity of warrior elite, or aspiration toward that role. I will discuss the continuity
in content from the shaft graves to the later chamber tombs and tholos tombs
throughout the Mycenaean mainland and some Aegean islands. Continuity of elite
and aspirational articles indicate the same warrior elite identity throughout the
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Mycenaean period. I argue that Mycenaean burials and burial customs represent
the continuity of identity to the death and beyond it. Like the chariot, burials are
performative. The performance of burial customs is carried out by the living for
the dead and for others witnessing the performance. I will discuss burial customs
and what particular practices are Mycenaean and what are external. I argue that
multiple burials, burial movement, and the lack or use of larnakes and coffins in
Mycenaean burials are establishments of Mycenaean individualized warrior elite
identity despite acculturation factors. I argue that Mycenaean elite identity is
maintained as continuing beyond death in the performance of the burial itself. I
will discuss burial performance in which the living elite include the dead in the
elite activity of banqueting. The performance of burial procession and the space
used are active assertions of the same identity the lion and chariot are active
assertions of as well. The living accompany the dead in procession into elaborated
– elite or aspirational – architecturally defined mortuary space, in which I argue
they honor the warrior’s mortality as well as the warrior. Mycenaean burials and
burial customs all together display mortality as a component of Mycenaean elite
warrior identity. Thus in death warrior identity has continuity.
Mortality is an essential, defining factor of Mycenaean warrior identity.
Mycenaean warrior culture is intrinsically tied to mortality-focused performance,
whether by the warrior or for the warrior. This paper will attend to the Mycenaean
attitude behind the link between warrior and death. The warrior class presents the
fundamental issue of identity as activity; to be Mycenaean means to actively seek
out participation in the Mycenaean ideal, preeminent elite warrior identity.
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Chapter I
Symbols and Iconographic Discourse: Lions

The Mycenaean warrior is a concept of strength, morality, and mortality and is
associated through symbols with status and power. The warrior displays strength
of the individual as well as the broader ideal martial nature of Mycenaean warrior
culture with iconography. The Late Bronze Age and Collapse of the 12th to 10th
century BC shows a clear thread of evolving and continued warrior identity: the
Mycenaean ideal of the elite warrior is evidenced from a uniform, transcultural,
meaning across the eastern Mediterranean basin, and elite symbol that shifts at the
end of Mycenaean practice to minimalized iconography and a focus on localized
survival. The primary symbol associated with Mycenaean warriors, the lion, for
centuries portrays warrior identity as a clear Mycenaean iconographic discourse,
representing Mycenaean identity as it falls into disuse post Bronze Age Collapse.1
Before the Collapse, the warrior and the lion are interconnected – one cannot be
viewed without referencing the other. The lion “is a special favorite for the
Mycenaeans” as an animal that still roamed Greece at the time.2 It appears in
three primary motifs: the hunt, the duel, and antithetical or tamed scheme, all of
which convey the idea of efficacy in conquest. Lions symbolize power, power
1

Younger notes that lions appeared more in the Late Bronze Age than in earlier periods, and as
the preeminent image: “there are more representations of lions in that period than of anything
else.” Younger, John G., “The Mycenae-Vapheio Lion Group,” American Journal of Archaeology
82 (Summer 1978): 297.
2
The Mycenaeans would have encountered lions first hand and used the symbol of the lion as a
clear reference to ferocity and strength. Crowley discusses evidence at Tiryns, where “the
discovery of lion bones…allows that the Mycenaeans did depict the lion from real life experience
and did not simply borrow its image as a motif from eastern art.” Crowley, Janice L., The Aegean
and The East, An Investigation into the Transference of Artistic Motifs between the Aegean, Egypt,
and the Near East in the Bronze Age (Sweden: Astrom, 1989), 176.
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through domination of the lion’s strength and through its association with elite
status at the local and broader trans-Mediterranean level. The iconography
portrays noble combat with a worthy foe, which is thus morally laudable, and the
mortality of combat. The evolution of the symbolism at the end of Mycenaean
culture marks the end of the Mycenaean symbolic discourse, but by extension
shows the lion to be a leading factor in that discourse. Lion iconography falls
away. It changes from warriors defeating and taming leonine strength with their
own stable elite power to warriors becoming the aggressor, expressing strength
not for the nobility of facing mortality in combat but for survival in a time of
destabilized power as the Bronze Age collapses.
Trans-Mediterranean Elitism
The trans-Mediterranean system of the Late Bronze Age – transMediterranean referring to the eastern Mediterranean basin – produces the lion as
elite iconography across cultures. It is the symbol of a trans-Mediterranean elite
group and is evidence for maritime connections and trade wealth. In Assyria, lions
are royal symbols for centuries: the Khorsabad bas-reliefs of Nineveh associate
lions with King Ashurbanipal because the elite activity of a banquet – associated
with not just high elite status but with royalty as Khorsabad is a royal building –
depicts four nobles all raising rhyta shaped as lions’ heads at a banquet.3 At
Mycenae, Schliemann unearthed a gold lion’s head rhyton in shaft grave IV like
the ones depicted in Assyria.4 Though the Khorsabad depictions are centuries
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Contenau, Everyday Life in Babylon and Assyria (New York: Norton Library, 1966), 132.
Minoan and Mycenaean ideograms in Linear A and Linear B texts depict lions’ heads in a like
style, which may refer to popularity of zoomorphic rhyta vessels in the Aegean. Aruz, Joan, ed.,
4
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later, they mark the prevalence of the image and clear continuity. The Mycenaean
ruling elite shares the eastern Mediterranean and Near Eastern elite identity,
expressed in the elite activity of banqueting. Banquets are universally
performative; those present are an audience to the wealth displayed and objects
used, such as rhyta, and to those not present the activity is exclusionary. Peter
Bang argues that banqueting or large-scale feasting events within a Mycenaean
palatial complex would have permitted room only for the top elite in the main
Megaron.5 The elite are thus distinguished. In the New Kingdom of Egypt, the
pharaoh’s propagandistic reliefs are a further example of this distinguishing
practice as the reliefs display him larger than others in a clear iconographic
“performance of royal power” and “military prowess.”6
In addition to activity, the tangible wealth of the elite traded through the
maritime networks evidences the linked intercultural elite system – intercultural
referring to the political and cultural groups of the eastern Mediterranean basin
and Near East. Across the region there is evidence of direct import: Egyptian
statues and jewelry in Syria and scarabs in the Aegean, Kassite cylinder seals in
the Aegean, a Hittite plaque at Mycenae, Syrian seals in Cyprus, Mycenaean
pottery and metalwork in Cyprus, the Levantine ports, and Egypt.7 Maritime trade
across these cultures can be seen in the Uluburun shipwreck. Aboard the ship,
thought to have sunk around 1330-1316 BC, a range of materials and artifact

Cultures in Contact, From Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean in the Second Millennium B.C.
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2013), 238.
5
Bang, Peter Fibiger, and Walter Scheidel, ed., The Oxford Handbook of the State of the Ancient
Near East and Mediterranean (Oxford: Oxford, 2013), 252.
6
Bang 77.
7
Crowley 245-246, 542.
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origins reflective of the direct imports listed above appear, including metals,
ceramics, ivory, and items clearly destined for wealthy elites such as fine
jewelry.8 The ship carrying, for example, a gold scarab of the Egyptian royal
Queen Nefertiti sank on a route with trajectory toward the Aegean, supporting the
participation of Mycenaean warriors in the trans-Mediterranean elite because it
represents the trade of high value, elite material culture expectedly for
comparably high value, elite material culture.9 Micro archaeological examination
of soil types in cargo jars suggests the Uluburun ship was a Canaanite vessel,
loaded with Egyptian palatial gifts sent to the Aegean for the purpose of political
alliance.10 The extrapolation from this is that elites of the trans-Mediterranean
system are in discourse, and so too symbolism is shared: the lion appears in
iconography everywhere, and does so in a martial framework as in Mycenaean
culture. Martial identity in these societies is inseparable from lion imagery:
whether a lion is on a Hittite seal or a Mycenaean gate, it carries the same symbol
of power for the elite. And to the audience of non-elite people, the symbol
reminds them of elite wealth, trade and interaction with non-local cultures. In
Mycenaean martial society, power is thus expressed through the lion.

8

The specifics Pedley gives are as follows: gold from Egypt, tin ingots plausibly from
Afghanistan, copper ingots from Cyprus, pottery from the Levant, an Old Babylonian and a
Kassite cylinder seal, Canaanite gold pendants and other gold and silver jewelry, bronze weapons,
amber from northern Europe, ivory, ostrich eggshells, and ebony from Africa, and a gold scarab
with Queen Nefertiti’s name on it. Pedley, John Griffiths, Greek Art and Archaeology (Boston:
Pearson, 2012), 62-63.
9
Pedley 62-63.
10
Micro archaeological and petrographic analysis shows that most of the jars and anchors aboard
the ship originated on the Carmel coast, part of Canaan which was Egyptian territory. At the time
of the wreck, Egyptian-Hittite conflicts drove Egypt to form alliances with rival kingdoms of Hatti
– it is highly plausible that an Egyptian pharaoh ordered a royal shipment be sent to another ruler
in the Aegean. Aruz, Cultures in Contact, 58-60.
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The Lion Hunt Motif
Lions are martial as in the lion hunt motif the lion is a combat-engaged,
aggressive animal. The hunt mirrors war: either the lion cannot be conquered, or
is killed. In Assyria, the king is explicitly said to have the power to conquer a
lion: the Annals of King Tiglath-pileser I, ruler in the 12th to 11th century BC,
state, “I killed on foot 200 lions with my wild and vigorous assault. In addition I
felled 800 lions from my light chariot.”11 The lion embodies the most power of
hunted animals. If a warrior can master the lion, he can master anything: the
Annals of Tiglath-pileser say he dominated lions, and take that as sufficient proof
that he can, and has, “brought down every kind of wild animal and winged bird of
the sky whenever I have shot an arrow.”12 Assyrian kings are always associated
with hunting, and thus exemplify the prominence of the hunt as elite activity
outside of Mycenae. As a militaristic society, “hunting…after war was the most
important way for [Assyrians] to demonstrate their strength and martial vigor.”13
The regular depictions of hunters and lions, for example on an Assyrian seal,
show hunting as a type of warfare.14 Assyrian art shows soldiers and huntsmen in
action, and Assyrian religion links the lions they hunt with war.15 Ninib is a solar
warrior deity, invoked for victory in war. But as Jastrow indicates, after hunting
Assyrians may pour libations over the defeated, killed lions as offerings to Ninib;
11

Similarly the sarcophagus of king Ahiram, from the 13th century BC, rests on the necks of
carved lions, imagery invoking royal domination of the lion. “Annals of King Tiglath-pileser I,”
Haywood, John, Historical Atlas of Ancient Civilizations (New York: Penguin, 2005), 38. Aruz,
Beyond Babylon, Art, Trade, and Diplomacy in the Second Millennium BC (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2008), 50.
12
“Annals of King Tiglath-pileser I,” Haywood, 38.
13
Haywood, John, Historical Atlas of Ancient Civilizations (New York: Penguin, 2005), 39.
14
See Fig. 1.
15
Jastrow, Morris, Jr., The Civilization of Babylonia and Assyria, Its Remains, Language, History,
Religion, Commerce, Law, Art, and Literature (London: J. B. Lippincott, 1915), 399.
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the warrior deity is thanked for victory and martial conquest as he would be after
actual warfare.16
The connotation of the lion hunt is as much effectiveness in domination
for Mycenaean warriors as for Assyrian ones. Trans-Mediterranean elites other
than Assyrian kings identify the same hunting iconography with demonstration of
martial prowess. Lion hunting imagery shows idealized strength, or efficacy, of
the male hunter in his martial ability to kill and to win. The warriors’ token tools
of choice, weapons, carry the lion image in both Mycenae and Assyria. A
Mycenaean niello dagger from the early Late Bronze Age Grave Circle A at
Mycenae depicts four men in gold and silver, clearly warriors armed with full
figure eight shields, spears, and bows and arrows, attack three gold lions in low
relief.17 Two lions flee the hunters’ attack and the third, presented as the strongest
because it has killed one hunter, is turned toward the hunters. This last lion is
clearly outnumbered and doomed to defeat, but the victory of the hunters is
amplified by the fact that their strength is posed to overcome the most warlike –
because it has conquered one hunter – and strongest – because it was able to
conquer a warrior hunter – lion of the three. The differentiation of the one lion
from the others suggests a superiority in its imminent defeat. The lion has
conquered a hunter and thus has shown itself to be a worthy opponent. The
confrontation is thus a morally noble and earned laudation. The hunt conveys
distinguishing elite martiality for warriors because the lion represented contains
the symbolic strength and domination earned. An Assyrian sword and scabbard

16
17

Jastrow 198-199, 201.
Younger 285. See Fig. 3.
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with lion imagery links lions and combat in a similar manner: though it does not
depict an explicit lion hunt scene, it is elite material culture, part of the same
discourse as the earlier dagger.18 The symbol is discursive, expressing the same
efficacy and martiality because it is read in the context of its broader, transMediterranean, and distinct-from-local elitism.
A Dynasty XVIII tomb in Thebes, Egypt, the tomb of Puimre, is
undeniably referential to the intercultural nature of hunter-warrior iconography.19
An in-action hunting scene occurs. This tomb depicts the lion hunt in fresco
paintings rather than on weaponry but the motif is the same: an image, buried
with an elite man, of hunting where the lions are in a flying gallop fleeing their
hunter.20 Contact is known to have occurred between all of the major eastern
Mediterranean basin cultures, from Hittites mentioning the Ahhiyawa to Egyptian
records of Mycenaeans, and thus the similarity between an Egyptian leaping lion
and a Mycenaean fleeing lion on the above mentioned dagger was a universally
recognized connection and universally recognized interpretation as in motion
activity of elites.21 Whether the hunts are Egyptian, Minoan, or Mycenaean, lion

18

Contenau describes a sword scabbard with two crouching lions opposed. Contenau 124.
See Crowley 114. See Fig. 2.
20
It is clear that toward the end of the Middle Helladic period Mycenae and Egypt had close
relations – “the Nilotic scenes on a Mycenaean dagger,” another niello dagger, “indicate strong
Egyptian influence.” Mylonas, George E., Ancient Mycenae, The Capital City of Agamemnon
(Princeton: Princeton, 1957), 99.
21
The Ahhiyawa are mentioned in contact with Egypt and the Hittite Empire, and thought to be
the Mycenaeans as evidence suggests they are an Aegean sea-power. The role of the Ahhiyawa in
the developing contestation between Hatti and Egypt is uncertain, but both cultures recognize their
established role in the trans-Mediterranean system. Ahhiyawa, or Achaeans, appears 28 times in
Hittite texts. Smith, W. Stevenson, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt (Baltimore:
Penguin, 1958), 208. Aruz, Joan, Beyond Babylon, 435.
19
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hunts interculturally symbolize elite identity, and tie intercultural association to
elite efficacy.22
But to be a great warrior is not just to be strong in efficacy; it is
recognition by a warrior’s local culture and is equally interaction with
worldliness. The function is a dual discourse. For a warrior elite to use transMediterranean imagery is to claim a seat in broader, eastern Mediterranean and
Near Eastern society and also, because of that trans-Mediterranean connection
which lower status locals lack, to claim a seat at the top of local society. The lion
hunt image represents martial prowess recognized in Mycenaean warrior culture
and is a component present in Mycenaean elite warrior culture on the broader
stage. It is domination, but ubiquitous domination, and it is military strength,
military effectiveness so powerful it singles out the depicted idealized hunter as
superior compared to other men in and outside of his own culture. The hunter
identity is combative identity, and the warrior image through the lion hunt
iconography becomes intrinsically tied to a trans-Mediterranean status above the
eastern Mediterranean cultures’ own hierarchies.
The emic perspective of the Mycenaeans addresses their relation to the
wider Mediterranean culture in the exchange of such symbols. Internally
Mycenaean society recognizes the broader discourse in objects of foreign origin,
and in awareness of that discourse recognizes the link between the external and
Mycenaean elitism. Mycenaean local perspective relates to Mediterranean elitism
22

The motif cannot be separated from intercultural society. As Marinatos notes, the lion hunt
motif appearing in Egypt and Crete is not solely Egyptian in Egypt and Minoan on Crete because
Egypto-Minoan connections exist. Beyond the Egypto-Minoan link Marinatos makes, the same is
true of Mycenaean use of the motif. Marinatos, Nanno, “A Story of Lions: Palatial Ideology in
Egypt, Knossos, and Mycenae,” in Philistor (INSTAP Academic Press, 2012), 116.
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in that the local recognition of participation in both local and broad elite discourse
is present and necessary for the Mycenaean elite to hold that supreme identity as
an ideal in Mycenaean culture. The lion hunt imagery provides a means of
Mycenaean cultural participation in trans-Mediterranean discourse and likewise a
means of trans-Mediterranean cultural participation as successful, ideal elitism in
Mycenaean cultural discourse.
Boar’s Tusk Helmets
Lion hunt depictions are symbolic trophies representing victory in real
hunts, and work in tandem with other trophy items to express and magnify martial
efficacy. Within Mycenaean culture, boar’s tusk helmets play the same role of
trophy of the hunt, won through martial domination and therefore intrinsically tied
to warrior identity. Boar’s tusk helmets were in use from the 17th century BC
through the 12th as marks of great prowess: each helmet “required the tusks of
thirty-three boars.” 23 One would display multiple successful hunts by the owner
and maker. It is for this reason Aruz asserts, “to possess one was considered the
ultimate insignum of prowess and high social…status.”24 Beyond that, it is the
ultimate insignum of the earning of martial prowess, and therefore associates
specifically Mycenaean hunters with that efficacy.
As Mycenaeans were seafaring people involved in economic relations
with Egypt and the Near East, it comes as no surprise that this purely Mycenaean
icon, through its connection to the Mycenaean elite warrior, enters the trans23

One such boar’s tusk helmet was found in Chamber Tomb 518, Mycenae, dating to the LHIIIIIA period, approximately the 15th-14th century BC, and earlier evidence of a helmet was found in
Grave Circle B from the 17th-16th century BC. Aruz, Beyond Babylon, 440. Mylonas, George E.,
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Mediterranean elite stage. The helmet that appears in fresco at the Mycenaean
Palace of Nestor, Pylos, likewise appears in fresco at Akrotiri, Thera, on papyrus
from Tell el-Amarna in Egypt, and depicted on a sherd from Hattusa.25
Significantly, the boar’s tusk helmet does not become a trans-Mediterranean
association as lion hunt imagery is; Mycenaeans are the only ones who wear
them. But the helmets are evidence that the Mycenaean warrior is transMediterranean, and vice versa, that trans-Mediterranean society can be
represented by a Mycenaean warrior. The Mycenaean warrior image is not out of
place away from Mycenae because the idealized warrior across these areas is the
trans-Mediterranean elite warrior, and that can be represented by a Mycenaean
member of that elite as well as by, for example, a Minoan, or Assyrian.
Women and the Hunt
The hunt symbol of elitism carries over from the men of the elites to the
women. A fresco fragment from Tiryns displays Mycenaean women on a chariot
going to a hunt; though these women are not warriors their image carries the same
ideology.26 Power is not exclusively being a male warrior with wealth because the
hunt symbol displays warrior status as the capacity for wealth, participation in
warfare, and, by extension, participation in the trans-Mediterranean elite
framework. Association with the ideal can thus be participation in the recognized
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iconographic discourse. The women in the Tiryns fresco are representing female
participation in warrior activities.
Likewise women appear in an image of war preparation activity: wall
fresco fragments from Mycenae depict “warriors with horses and chariots
with…women in front of a palace” watching preparations and seeing them off.27
Though the women are not directly linked to combat involving mortality as the
potential for death – and arguably acceptance of mortality because warriors are
facing it – that is intrinsic to warrior identity, the women in the fresco convey
indirect efficacy. They are linked to the warriors’ rather than their own efficacy
and mortality because their inclusion in the image is an active participation and
identification with the hunt symbolism. The hunt and war are a discourse of
mortality, and these frescoes are performative, displaying who in addition to male
warriors is involved in the discourse. The frescoes show the women involved to
both be an audience understanding the image and members of what the image
represents. Both Mycenaean male warriors and Mycenaean women partake in the
elite warrior culture.
The Duel Motif
The lion thus is a message of strength inside Mycenaean society and
outside; and both inside and outside, the lion takes on the characteristically
Mycenaean duel motif. The Mycenaean duel motif arises early and remains in
continuity as a specifically Mycenaean example of warrior culture: archaeological
evidence from the shaft graves at Mycenae and from Pylos suggest that it
remained a popular image from LHI through LHIII and the collapse of
27
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Mycenaean culture.28 While the lion hunt imagery is prolific throughout the
eastern Mediterranean basin, one on one combat between a lion and single warrior
does not typically appear in the Near East, where warriors are more often depicted
in preparation or procession after victory, or in Egypt, where the full battle is
depicted.29 It is in the Mycenaean duel motif that the lion becomes personified,
taking on the characteristics of the warriors it symbolizes. When battle scenes are
rendered as duels, two warriors duel each other or, commonly, a warrior duels a
lion equal-in-size to a human. An adversary already strong and aggressive is made
fiercer by its large size. The lion takes on warrior characteristics: size, a pose
standing on two legs, and fierceness, or efficacy, expressed by unhesitating or
engaging mortality in combat posture. The duel motif typically portrays the
opposing warrior set to deliver a fatal thrust with his weapon. Thus the symbolic
association of the lion with war and strength is reciprocal: the lion gives the
warrior an image of conquest in hunts and duels, but the duel defines the lion as a
worthy foe, equally worthy as a human opponent and more so than as a wild
beast. The elite are thus not associated with a negative wild aggression, but with
personifiable efficacy. The duel depicts morality as part of the discourse. The
warrior is not only strong, but is not barbaric or facing ordinary wild beasts
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because the lion is marked as an exceptional animal, noble like a warrior in size
and stance. Thus the dueling figures are both worthy opponents and so the duel is
morally fitting for the elite. The lion remains an image of participation in human
culture rather than solely representing man verses – and separate from – wild
nature.
The duel motif occurs throughout Mycenaean society, maintaining its
symbolism of idealized elite warrior identity and in non-elite status use is
aspirational toward that ideal. On seals the image shows the lion as martial, but
the seal itself conveys trans-Mediterranean connectivity in uniting a Mycenaean
image with originally Near Eastern material culture.30 Aegean seals appear in a
range of material, from gold to bronze and various stones.31 It is clear that the lion
was a common image on seals – 81 of 516 seals found in Athens have lions
depicted.32 But while there are deposits with lapis lazuli seals – a material
displaying trans-Mediterranean elite status by its origin in modern Afghanistan
and find at Mycenae in the House with the Idols – seals of clay have been found
as well.33 The material cannot convey high status here, but even without
intelligible images or expensive material, the clay seals play into a referential
system, where they do not have to have the same material to convey the status
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toward which they aspire. Both the lapis lazuli seal and clay seals come from
LHIIIB houses in Mycenae: they are evidence that not only do elite warriors use
this trans-Mediterranean material culture to display participation in an
intercultural elite group, but the people beneath them hierarchically who are not
participants in the intercultural elite framework also hold the trans-Mediterranean
identity as the ideal to be sought.
The duel motif examples found at Pylos show that one on one combat has
a uniform composition across media of the warrior in a victorious striking pose. A
sealing from the Pylos palace from LHIIIB depicts two duels: two warriors stand
back to back as each fights a lion equal-in-size to themselves.34 The warriors are
posed in striking stances, so while the lions are personified by increased size, the
warriors are not bestialized. The lions are still animals by nature, but their
wildness and stylized size imposing nobility, worthiness of human combat, exist
harmoniously. The lions are the aggressor foes, still wild in contorted, curved
poses while the clay sealing maintains the warriors human morality, standing as
laudable men stronger than their worthy and animalistic foes. Likewise from
LHIIIB, the fresco of Hall 64 from the Pylos palace pairs warriors off in duels in a
battle scene.35 A warrior is clearly marked as Mycenaean by the same striking
stance seen on the sealing, posed delivering a fatal thrust with a dagger.
Additionally, the attire of both duel figures references the warrior verses lion
motif. The Mycenaean warrior wears a boar’s tusk helmet, identifying him as a
hunter and an elite, while his opponent – and all depicted like his opponent –
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wears animal skin. The opponent is bestialized and rendered like a lion. The
opponents while wearing animal skins are “in contorted attitudes” reminiscent of
the lions in the double duel sealing and in lion hunt scenes.36 The image is
propagandistic, dividing the identity of the lion between the dueling figures: the
warrior has its strength and can defeat a leonine opponent; the opponent has its
combative, wild aggression but lacks uniform, stanced strength. There is a
dissonance between actual war and the duel style battle as war is chaotic and
warriors cannot fight in uniform single combat against uniform opponents, but the
iconography is purposefully designed to be performative. The message is that the
leonine figures will be dominated, dominated by the elite efficacy of Pylos since
the fresco resided in the Pylos elite structure, the Palace of Nestor.
The same structure, destroyed ca. 1300-1200 BC and preserving images
from that time, held frescos of lions antithetically arranged around a throne across
the room from a scene of war.37 The lions with the throne give the elite figure of
the space a distinguished power, enthroned over both falling soldiers and their
vanquishers. The imagery singles out the most elite person who sat upon the Pylos
throne as dominating the conquered, and holding power above uniformly depicted
soldiers. Idealized status comes to be multifaceted: uniformly depicted elite
warriors symbolize strength and wealth great enough to be recognized on a transMediterranean stage, but that stage, while at the top of localized hierarchy, is its
own hierarchy where a single elite holds status above others. The status expressed
in the Pylos throne room is strength above the strong, and everything else that
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goes with elite warrior identity; the propaganda is that the person in the throne,
though not fighting to the death in a scene of battle, holds the same attitude
toward mortality, that of active engagement with death in war. The image can be
interpreted as an expression of strength, mortality, and acceptance of mortality,
which can be greater than those that some warriors bare. The lion in many
cultures is associated with royalty, and placing this association in context
alongside the lion as an aspirational image, it becomes clear that those of lower
status where not the only aspirational people. Mycenaean society was a stable
hierarchy, but with extensive trade networks wealth was always moving and the
potential for it to grow was realistic. Thus even an already wealthy elite warrior
could obtain yet more wealth; though at the height of society, the elite could still
aspire for higher because it existed on a trans-Mediterranean level. The idealized
status of an elite warrior is not an attainable, uniform status, but a language of
participation in propaganda and aspiration toward an ideal beyond local society.
The wealth and power associated with the lion, the elite warrior status
gained by participation in the intercultural imagery language, is displayed by a
combination of trans-Mediterranean imagery and material used transculturally,
such as ivory. Ivory carvings of lions range from an ivory headrest in Egypt to a
small plaque on Rhodes.38 The duel motif occurs in this medium: a Late Bronze
Age mirror handle has the standard Mycenaean design of a warrior delivering a
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fatal thrust to an enlarged lion, and so brings non local material and imagery to
the object’s find location on Cyprus.39 In the LHIIIB period ivory was imported to
the Aegean, and the material, associated with wealth, was not separate from
warrior identity. Mycenae itself provides the example of an ivory lion statuette
from the Room with the Fresco, dated to the mid 13th century BC.40 The images
carved are Mycenaean elite ones in an elite warrior context. Mylonas describes
the collection of carved ivory from the House of the Shields at Mycenae: “among
these are ivory plaques bearing the carved figures of lions and a great number of
model figure-of-eight Mycenaean shields, from which the house has been named
the ‘House of the Shields.’”41 By origin ivory is not a Mycenaean medium.
Elephant or hippopotamus ivory cannot be obtained locally, yet the ivory
described above takes on the Mycenaean identity through shape and context, and
shows that the intercultural, the imported, is a part of Mycenaean warrior identity
as much as the image it carries.42 An ivory plaque from Delos explicitly associates
warriors with the foreign material: the Late Bronze Age plaque depicts a full body
warrior in high relief with a figure eight shield and spear, wearing a Mycenaean
plumed boar’s tusk helmet.43
Antithetical Arrangement, Tamed and Guardian Lions
A third type of lion motif is without explicit depictions of warriors:
antithetical arrangements. Especially prominent in the Near East, lions appear not
39
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in combat, but tamed. The tamed lion is still associated with war as it is when
aggressive: Ishtar as a goddess of war is associated with lions, but lions identify
her as a master figure because she is depicted standing on a lion.44 The Near
Eastern antithetical arrangement, along with the common Master of the Animals
motif, enters the trans-Mediterranean stage with lions in Cyprus, Crete, and
Mainland Greece. From Cyprus, a cylinder seal depicts a central figure holding
two lions captive by the legs; from Knossos, Crete, a sealing depicts a figure
holding two lions on a cord.45 While depictions such as these are not always
antithetically opposed schemes, the reference is still there to antithetical
arrangements from the Near East. For example, a Mycenaean red jasper ring
shows a man holding one lion by the throat and another by a hind leg, but though
the two lions are held differently, like antithetical schemes the figure masters two
animals, one on either side of him.46 It is still discursive. The mastering figure in
Near Eastern representations is shown with various animals, including lions,
bovids, and griffins, but as Tamvaki notes, in antithetical schemes on seals in the
Aegean lions are nearly always favored.47 Thus the Master of the Animals motif
in the Mycenaean iconographic repertoire is primarily a Master of Lions motif. In
tandem with other images of domination, the Master of the Lions motif depicts a
44
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clear display of strength, applied to and dominating the animals. Though foreign
in origin, the motif is in an iconographic context of displayed efficacy
representing Mycenaean elite warrior culture, and takes on the same symbolism as
a performance of Mycenaean identity.
Cretan examples display this motif as a part of intercultural discourse with
the Master of Lions, and also with a Mistress. A sealing from Agia Triada shows
the mastering male figure with a lion, but sealings from Zakro and Knossos depict
a clearly female counterpart to this: a woman holds a lion.48 Elite identity is
martial-strength based, since lions reference combat, but is not gender based or
exclusive. A woman, though not a warrior, may display her status through what
martial society identifies power with, martial efficacy. A female Mistress of Lions
need not have defeated lions in her real life, but as a participant in the transMediterranean elite framework she may use the intercultural iconographical
language: power is expressed through mastery of a lion. The association of power
with women in a system where male warrior status is the height of society and the
sought for ideal, is not unusual. The female counterpart to the Master of Lions
draws from the reference to the male depictions, acting as propaganda in the same
way the Master of Lions image does to express power. And it does so across
cultures: two sealings with the Mistress of Lions come from Crete while in Syria
depictions of a Mistress of Animals with lions are clearly parallel.49 It is
performative. Women can use the same master motif image to convey laudable
participation: like warriors they – indirectly – master a worthy opponent and like
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warriors they – indirectly – put themselves in the position of mortal combat and
do not shrink from a lethal foe.
But as these depictions Tamvaki discusses are from Crete, they are not
explicit evidence of Mycenaean gender norms. The Crete sealings, however, as
part of the same broader discourse Mycenae plays in, can be argued to imply
female participation. The Mycenaean elite were not solely male, and Mycenaean
elite women used the same intercultural iconography and materials as their male
counterparts. Their broader role as elites engaged with elite culture can thus to an
extent be interpreted as akin to the participatory discourse the nearby Cretan
women used.
In Egypt and the Near East tamed lions are images of amplified strength;
in addition to the efficacy expressed by taming the animal, the animal has strength
it can use on behalf of its master. Though later, a Tell Ahmer palace depicts an
Assyrian king on a throne with “a tame lion crouching at the foot of the throne” as
a pet; contemporary with Mycenaean culture, accounts of the battle of Kadesh
describe Ramesses II of Egypt “aided by the prowess of his pet lion.”50 The tame
or pet lion acts as a guardian, a symbolic support of stable power. Its use in
Assyria exemplifies the guardian motif as continuity, referential to the earlier
precedent set by earlier lion symbols of effective power. In Assyria a pair of lions
is placed as guardians of a gateway, and before that, in Mainland Greece, as
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mentioned earlier, the throne of Pylos in the main Megaron is flanked by guardian
lions in wall fresco.51
The guardian lions of Mycenae on the Lion Gate were made ca. 1250 BC
when new militaristic architecture, the cyclopean wall around Mycenae, was
built.52 But though it is the emblem of local Mycenae, the Lion Gate still plays
into intercultural discourse; Hattusa in the Hittite Empire has a lion gate as well,
also built in the Late Bronze Age ca. 1350-1200 BC.53 The Hattusa gate has one
lion on either side as guardian figures built into the gate like the two lions built
into the gate pediment at Mycenae.54 Even though the Lion Gate at Mycenae is
identified with local culture and is not moveable material culture like smaller,
imported items, its Mycenaean identity includes a trans-Mediterranean identity:
the Lion Gate cannot be separated from an association with the transMediterranean system because evidence suggests it was built using material and
techniques from a culture outside Mycenae, the Hittites. Blackwell shows
parallels between stonecutting methods used on the Lion Gate relief and Hittite
technology, and the orientation of the two lions is the Near Eastern antithetical
51
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scheme.55 The relief combines non-Mycenaean technology with native material,
limestone, uniting trans-Mediterranean and local identity. The guardian lions of
Mycenae thus unite the local royalty or supreme elites – the lions stand by a
column representing the palace of Mycenae and the elites therein – with
intercultural warrior identity.56 This united image projects ideal status as elite
power incorporating both trans-Mediterranean and local strength. To fully
participate in intercultural and the Mycenaean elite dialogue warriors fuse their
own culture with trans-Mediterranean practice. The lion is thus a necessary piece
of dialogue for the elite to participate in the trans-Mediterranean network that
provides them with their intercultural and local position and power.
The Post-Bronze Age Meaning of the Lion
The collapse of the Bronze Age and subsequent end of Mycenaean culture
saw a shift in idealized power as the trans-Mediterranean framework became
more localized. The lion becomes an image of internal power. For most
Mycenaean cities, trade that lasted from the 14th to the 12th century BC did not
continue beyond those times.57 Up to the collapse some external links still existed,
evident in Cyprian imports, but with the disappearance of the higher-level
intercultural structure came lost knowledge of material culture and intercultural
dialogue.58 While some elite trade goods may have continued to enter Mycenae in
small quantities, or be passed down through generations, post-Mycenaean elite
55
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identity functioned without the same level of access to external material and
iconographic wealth, though elite practice such as banqueting continues to be
evidenced in the Homeric oral tradition. The higher-level, trans-Mediterranean
authority of Mycenaean rulers Bang argues “depended on external contacts” and
he is likely correct to an extent.59 They lost power, for the status they held
disappeared and the dialogue of intercultural iconography disappeared and left
lion images without their true context. Local level authorities held power as local
identities. They no longer had the ability to engage the same network because, as
Bang succinctly puts it, “populations shrank, trade dried up, craft skills
disappeared, and living standards slumped.”60 The aristocracy was still
militaristic, but with a drastic decline of material culture and living standards.
The imagery of ideal status as combative never disappeared entirely.
Mycenae was never completely destroyed or covered, meaning that the Lion Gate
would have been visible.61 As lion images never disappeared entirely they gained
new context and new symbolic meaning through precedence. Lions did not have
the same context of the past, but they became a reference to it. The grand scale
and no longer existent wealth and power of Mycenae was still viewed as
powerful, but in the context of Dark Age destabilized hierarchy and disconnected
economies the lion no longer symbolized the strength and power of ideal status.
Lions represented the strength of safety amidst uncertainty.62
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After the Bronze Age collapse the lion is still used in some cultures in the
eastern Mediterranean basin as a symbol of strength or efficacy. Assyria uses
lions as the Near East used them before: in the 9th century BC the Royal Annuals
of Ashurnasirpal II read, “I am king, I am lord, I am praiseworthy, I am exalted. I
am magnificent, I am the foremost, I am a great warrior, I am a hero, I am a lion,
and I am virile; Ashurnasirpal…king of Assyria.”63 Royalty are still warriors and
warrior strength is still equated to leonine strength. Lions are still inseparable
from that identity and continue to be so: Ashurbanipal in the 7th century BC
declares hunting and killing 370 lions, and reliefs from Nineveh depict the king’s
hunting, banquets, and war.64
Without the same network and wealth to carry out similar royal hunts
Mainland Greece shifts the focus of the discourse. It is not about wealth or elitism
anymore, but survival. Connections with the Near East are not severed completely
– iron brought to Mainland Greece originates in the Near East – but trade
networks were no longer focused on wealth, evidence of changed context and of
new cultural norms.65 Elite warrior culture post Collapse is not the same as
Mycenaean culture pre Collapse, and therefore it was not performed or identified
in the same manner as trade shows. Iron trade survived because iron was
necessary for survival: “warfare was endemic, and hostilities between neighbors
frequent.”66 Lion depictions become infrequent because material culture shifts to
focus on functionality for survival. A helmet from Tiryns, mid 11th century BC, is
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plain bronze, and metal fittings for a perishable shield from the end of the Dark
Ages are unexpressive.67 Lion depictions are sparse, with isolated examples such
as a small lead figurine of a lion found on Crete and dating to the 10th century
BC.68
The precedent of the Bronze Age, effective warrior iconography that
identified leonine figures with strength, opposing warriors as worthy foes, shifts
to mythology displaying the leonine as monstrous. In the Bronze Age,
mythological leonine form meant the griffin, a popular icon in Minoan and
Mycenaean art with Near Eastern origin and carried across Egyptian, Babylonian,
and Assyrian art.69 The mythology that emerges from the Mainland Greece
Collapse and Dark Ages, however, has prominently monstrous and savage leonine
figures: Hesiod describes the Chimaera as a “bright-eyed lion,” the Nemean Lion
as “the bane of men,” and Typhoeus like “a lion having an insatiable heart.”70 In
Hesiod and Homer, the descriptor “θυµολέοντα,” meaning “lion-hearted,” appears
with famed heroes, but even in describing warriors lion nature symbolizes savage
strength.71 With Achilles, the descriptor “lion-hearted” appears next to “breaker of
the ranks of men.”72 In the Iliad, Achilles is even openly called a cruel lion.73 To
be leonine has changed to mean violent, not nobly martial, as evident in the
Homeric Hymn to Herakles. Herakles is titled lion-hearted, and then immediately
67
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identified as having done many violent wicked things: “πολλὰ µὲν αὐτὸς ἔρεξεν
ἀτάσθαλα.”74
The Homeric and Dark Age lion may draw from a Mycenaean image, but
while the lion remains the preeminent animal associated with the warrior culture
in the Odyssey and Iliad, it heralds doom, not power. In the Odyssey, Odysseus is
called “θυµολέοντα,” meaning “lion-hearted,” and preeminent of Danaans, but
Menelaus says “like a lion…that loosened wretched doom, thus Odysseus will set
wretched doom upon men,” which he does in killing the suitors where he is
described as savage and befouled with blood like a lion from feeding on prey.75
This warrior’s strength is not an ideal to be sought after, but is referential to the
same savagery used to describe Polyphemus preying on and eating people.76 As
the lion symbol moves from martial strength to savage strength, the perception of
the warrior evolves from glorified, strong elites to local individuals capable of
individual strength proved by aggression.
Conclusion
After the collapse of Mycenaean culture, efficacy once defined by transMediterranean power destabilizes, and so the image of power destabilizes and
falls into the survival aggression mindset that the localized Dark Ages hold. As
Mycenae drops out of trade networks with the Near East and Egypt, originally
Near Eastern motifs, such as the lion hunt and antithetical guardians, drop out of
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use. The concept of the duel motif continues on in verse, Homer’s warriors being
compared to lions as they prey on foes, but material culture discards symbolic
strength for the practical, immediately functional strength of armor, shields, and
weapons. Pre-Bronze Age collapse the lion can express strength for Mycenaean
society, as one did not have to be a male warrior to associate themselves with
strength, power, and elitism. Because of iconographic association, as with women
and the hunt, the ideal warrior image was a symbol itself of trans-Mediterranean
elite status. During the Bronze Age, the link between the warrior and lion
reflected a role of participation in a superior class of martial elites; but when the
role disappears, the link looses its reference. Post Collapse, the new precedent for
Dark Age Greeks is of unattainable, long gone wealth and power replaced by
collapse and a fight for survival. The broader understanding of Mycenaean
identity taken from Mycenaean lion imagery and the manner of its continuity is
that the focus of Mycenaean warrior culture, prevalent as it holds continuity
beyond Mycenaean culture, is participation, especially engagement with
mortality. What changes, and is thus shown to be a decidedly Mycenaean
component of identity, is the discursive assertion the lion presents. Thus
throughout Mycenaean culture, the lion is an engagement with Mycenaean
culture.
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Chapter II
Technology and Function: Chariotry

Chariots are the means of performing warrior life, the warrior function of
battle. The Mycenaean chariot continues the exemplification of transcultural
elitism that lion symbolism shows. But where lion iconography focused elite
status on familiar, broad iconographic discourse, the chariot embodies individual
wealth and performance. Across the Mediterranean cultures of the Late Bronze
Age different types of chariots are used and depicted with symbolic reference to
strength, status, and laudable confrontation of mortality, but superseding these
interpretations are the chariot’s explicit wealth and use as a tool of enforcing
power. Warriors use the chariot as a tool to enact their attitude toward mortality of
unhesitating need to engage with potential death. Speed, the carrying of multiple
weapons and people, the exposure of expensive horses – in battles on the field and
in art the chariot is a lack of hesitation and suggests acceptance of death. The
chariot is the movement of the warrior and warrior efficacy in relation to the
mortality combat presents. As with animal imagery, however, the Bronze Age
Collapse sees a change in attitude to one of survival, and warfare changes from
the offensive chariot system to a defensive and infantry based system.
Development and Differences of Chariot Technology
The chariot was invented in the Near East and was developed to different
uses as the concept reached other cultures. Invented by the Sumerians, the war
chariot debuted on the trans-Mediterranean scene in the 17th century BC when the
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Hittites or the Mitanni brought the technology outside of their geographic region –
the Hyksos introduced it to Egypt in the following century.77 In Ugarit the chariot
appears as an elite hunting icon: a patera with a chariot hunt depicted shows a
single man in a light Syro-Anatolian style two horse chariot, with a bow and
followed by a hound, hunting fleeing animals.78 In Egypt the chariot develops
from a newly adopted technology to be an integral technology and icon of
Egyptian royalty and pharaonic rule. The Egyptians recognize the advantage of
the Hyksos chariot when it arrives in the Egyptian second Intermediate period: the
chariot has speed and mobility that infantry does not, allowing warriors to fire and
avoid missiles more easily, and is especially promising for battle lines on the
geographically flat terrain.79 Egypt thus adopts the chariot and it proves
advantageous with the result that they defeat the Hyksos. Immediately the
pharaohs of Dynasty XVIII begin to appear in reliefs with light, small, two horse
chariots, with the clear interpretation that the chariot proved superior in war and
thus becomes an image of militaristic superiority. Ahmose, Thutmose III, and
Amunhotep II appear in chariots Spalinger suggests are “virtually identical” to
their North East Asiatic origins, but the Egyptian design had begun to change.80
Within the second Intermediate period experimentation produces extremely
different styles: Smith notes two examples that result, a thirteenth dynasty tomb
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image of a carriage used as a sacred bark and an early eighteenth dynasty model
of a four-wheeled carrier among the funerary equipment of Queen Ahhotep.81
In Egypt military prowess and victory are inseparable from royal identity,
and the chariot becomes a performance piece of royalty. A chariot hunting scene
appears on a painted chest in the tomb of Tutankhamun, an effective display of
royal activity, and the in the reign of Thutmose III chariots perform as propaganda
of the pharaoh’s efficacy as a warrior.82 Accounts of Thutmose III at the Battle of
Megiddo in the 15th century BC portray the pharaoh with significant numbers of
chariots that, moving swiftly together in battle, do not allow for falter on account
of fear of mortality.83 Thus Megiddo exemplifies the chariot in Egyptian culture
as a vehicle for explicit warfare, and also the symbolic representation of attitude
toward mortality when enacting supremely elite, warrior function.
The military success linked with the chariot legitimized royal supreme
elites, and thus the chariot, beyond original technological function or elite
performance, becomes a means of actualizing, of asserting, militaristic identity.
The Egyptian pharaoh acted as the war leader because he would be the first on the
battlefield, the chariot a raised stage displaying the pharaoh to his followers as
well as his enemies.84 As such a stage, chariots in images of chariot battles, for
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example the wall relief of Seti I at Karnak from Dynasty XIX, enhanced the
pharaoh to explicitly identify him in propaganda as militarily powerful.85 Seti I’s
successor and son Ramesses II used chariotry in the Battle of Kadesh to define his
ability in battle and display himself as having earned the image of royal warrior.
In 1274 BC, Ramesses II fights 3500 Hittite chariots with an estimated 2000
chariots.86 In victory he shows different chariot technology and use than the
Hittites in addition to validation of Ramesses’ own militaristic elitism. Ramesses
has the battle displayed in relief at Abu Simbel as battle scenes with the pharaoh
enlarged, clearly unhesitant, and strong in the fray, and displayed on the Temple
of Ramesses II at Abydos as a chariot charge displaying the pharaoh again
oversized and attacking the Hittite host.87 Ramesses’ victory was in part due to
superior chariot technology – like the Egyptians, the Hittite army’s elite force was
the chariot contingent, but in the 13th century BC, the Hittites developed the threeman chariot consisting of a driver, fighter with primarily javelins, and defending
shield bearer, a system which proved slower and less maneuverable than the twoman chariot used by the Egyptians.88
The different styles and use of chariots reflect individual success earned
by warriors. The chariot is a conveyer of military legitimacy within the transMediterranean system: for the Egyptians, the chariot meant individual, royal
military success; for the Hittites, it meant economic stability via the king’s
individual battle prowess resulting in control of trade routes and subject
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territories; and the Assyrians later on show continued cultural variation of the
chariot according to use.89 Where the Egyptians adjusted the chariot for use by
two men rather than three, the Assyrians develop from the war chariot two other
types for specifically ceremonial and performative use. The Assyrians used a
three-horse war chariot in battle and in hunting.90 In both it is a display of elite
activity, royal efficacy, and, especially regarding horses, wealth. The Assyrian
royals used war chariots – designed sometimes for four instead of three horses to
display more wealth – and used ceremonial chariots and chariot thrones, both of
which displayed elaborate harnesses on the horses, “covered with plumbs, fringes,
and bells.”91 Ceremonial chariots consisted of decorated horses, a richly decorated
chariot body and enforcement bar shaded by a richly embroidered parasol, and
wheels set far back on the chariot body to lessen vibration, in totem a portrayal of
wealth.92 The Assyrian throne chariot is an explicit delineation from the war
chariot as it represents royalty without being militarily functional like the
ceremonial chariot: the throne is a high-backed seat on wheels, the seat supported
by the depictions of small tributary peoples.93 The ceremonial and throne chariots
stage the individual ruler, the chariot acting as a literal conveyor of wealthy
military legitimacy.
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The chariot’s history as a transcultural, evolving, and multipurpose
technology continues in Mycenaean warrior culture. The same overarching
concepts of wealth and performed, unhesitating efficacy in battle are emphasized
and displayed differently. Mycenaean culture uses the chariot in clearly military
contexts in continuity from the early 16th century BC up to the Bronze Age
Collapse. The earliest chariots on Mainland Greece appear on stelai from shaft
graves, and depictions increase in frequency as hunts, such as the Boar Hunt
fresco at Tiryns from LHIII, display horses in a flying gallop motion pulling a
chariot.94 Simpson suggests there is no evidence for mass chariotry use in combat
in Mycenaean Greece; however, like the cultures of the Near East and Egypt, the
Mycenaeans display clear experimentation and alteration to the chariot to fit it to
Mycenaean warfare.95 For example, frescoes show at least one chariot at Tiryns
and two at Mycenae with axels close to the rear of the body designed to eliminate
unsteady movement, while a fresco at Pylos shows a central axel.96 Likewise
Crowley evidences Littauer’s observation that Aegean wheels and half-rounded
extended wings on either side of the chariot body differ from Near Eastern chariot
design.97 Sealings from Agia Triada and Slavokambos and a gem from Vaphio
depict the Aegean style, and clearly delineate further difference from Near
Eastern chariots in the reins, which on Aegean chariots passes straight from the
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horses’ mouths to the charioteer’s hands.98 Simpson’s suggestion of lack of
Mycenaean military chariotry is also countered by primary source evidence:
tablets of Linear B discuss production and appointment of chariots. Tablets found
at Knossos, Pylos, Chania, and Tiryns, while not explicitly providing evidence of
deployment, do record chariotry and armor together in production and storage:
Bang presents a group of Linear B documents from the Room of the Chariot
deposit that explicitly “record the apportioning of chariots, armor, and horses to
named individuals,” recording 250 chariots in this apportioning.99 While this is a
small sample of tablets and chariot preparation within the military context of
armor and major Aegean Bronze Age centers, it suggests that Mycenaean military
use of chariotry in force should not be repudiated. Mylonas notes 56 complete
tablets from Tiryns that likewise record chariots and parts of chariots, which
suggests a need for replacement on a large scale and investment in chariots that
would not have been made if they were not to be used in situations producing
damage on a large scale, such as combat.100
Chariot Use, Infrastructure and Major Mycenaean Centers
Aside from battle itself, chariotry is indicative of a road infrastructure and
the level of wealth, trade, and safety of the region required to maintain such a
network. Tartaron argues that in the Bronze Age there is a virtual lack of easily
traversable natural terrain or built roads resulting in more sea travel, but overland
traffic would have been necessary and used, “predominant in months when sailing
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was difficult” or impossible.101 The Mycenaean centers of power proved to be
well connected by well-used inland highway systems. Ships were limited by
weather more so than land travel, and were dependent on water routes that
sometimes did not reach non-coastal destinations. Travel networks of the interior
were able to follow those of the sea where ships could not go. Tartaron describes
the connection between coastal routes and ports to land routes as “routes and
openings into the interior…dendritic and [following] natural paths connecting
coast” to rivers, mountain streams and passes, though adjusted to “political
conditions” so that they lead into Mycenaean centers.102
Trade was thus possible by land, and beyond Tartaron’s evidence the road
network design supports that it would have been used in large part by chariots,
specifically rapid deployment of military units for defense. The roads leading into
Mycenaean centers evidence this, as do more dispersed network components.
Schliemann in his excavation of Mycenae discerned clear deep grooves in the
road beneath the Lion Gate that are evidence of extensive use of the road by
chariots, wheel ruts approximately one meter apart, as is likewise found on the
Mycenaean highways.103 Though these ruts may also evidence cart use, their
width and roads would have been advantageous and used for militaristic purpose.
When forces were needed for defense, chariots would enable warriors to move
more quickly than on foot, and chariots would easily have traversed the roads
because of their even surface and width large enough to accommodate carts, men,
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or other chariots alongside.104 Mycenaean bridges evidence chariot use: chariots
needed a smooth and even road surface, provided by small bridges in uneven
areas the highways crossed. Bridges at Lykotroupi and Kazarma, for example,
hosted roadways with a ca. 2.5 meter width functional for two chariots alongside
or passing each other, with the ca. 1 meter vehicle width their wheel ruts suggest
and space in between vehicles keeping chariot damaging collisions to a
minimum.105 The Mycenaean road network extends throughout the Argolid to
Corinthia: between Mycenae and Argos, the urban centers Tiryns and Epidauros,
between Prosymna and Tiryns, and with further evidence of highways near Gla,
suggesting an ability to maintain control of significant territory.106 Chariot
accommodating roads and bridges were in part built because they were necessary
for chariot use, not as a constant and majority form of traffic necessarily, but as a
necessity for elite travel and for elite warrior use in the event of defensive or
offensive use requiring travel. In turn the ability to use chariotry allowed
protection of large routes required by rich trade, which would further support the
power maintaining peace. Chariots were thus a display of wealth and power, but
also a means of acquiring it. The technology stabilized Mycenaean status as a
presence in the trans-Mediterranean trade network and maintained the elite wealth
present in the local urban centers that the roads connected.
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Primary Mycenaean centers had a chariotry presence evidenced in
iconography: decorated buildings in Pylos, Tiryns, and Mycenae all reflect
militaristic chariotry and connect it to their elite identity by depictions in fresco.
Hall 64 at the Palace of Pylos contained LHIIIB fragments of chariot battle
iconography, while the Tiryns palace fresco contains a hunting scene of two
female figures riding a two-horse chariot.107 Though the Tiryns image is of
women not warriors, as is the case in lion iconography elite women are able to
convey participation in warrior elite culture through warrior elite activity. At
Mycenae, Rodenwaldt reconstructed chariot scenes in a military preparation
context: fresco fragments show “parts of an unhitched pole-and-yoke system of
three horses” for two chariots, “greaves on two of the standing figures…a helmet,
and sections of…lance shafts.”108 The unhitched horses indicate this is not a battle
scene, but the presence of weapons and armor both identify the charioteers as
warriors and identify their purpose in the scene as militaristic.
Weapons and Armor
Chariots do not appear in isolation from items of war; in the transMediterranean context they retain a primarily function as a tool enhancing other
tools of war, armor and weapons. Egyptian iconography exemplifies this.
Egyptian chariotry used archery because the chariot could deliver the archer, and
thus his missiles, to the field of battle more quickly than on foot travel while
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additionally the platform of the chariot body would allow for two extra men to
ride as shield bearers, more effectively protecting the archer as a single unit rather
than as individuals on a field.109 The chariot works in tandem with the bow and
arrow as a unit weapon of enhanced militaristic efficacy. Thus pharaohs as
supreme elites often appear with both: the battle relief from the temple of
Thutmose III at Thebes and that of Ahmose from Abydos are examples of the
common iconography of the pharaoh in a chariot as archer, shooting and felling
opponents successfully while the horses of his chariot have legs extended and are
suggestive of unhesitating speed.110
Mycenaean chariots function similarly, but rather than shield bearers and
bow and arrows, Aegean chariotry enhances armor and spear, or lance, use.
Drews indicates the repeated appearance of corselets in chariot scenes on LHIIIA
Mycenaean pottery, and Simpson suggests that the corselet was specifically
designed for chariotry in battle because the Dendra corselet used was made of
wide bronze segments that did not allow for significant individual movement.111
The Dendra corselet would not work well for infantry, but on a chariot it would
have acted as enhanced protection. The chariot maneuverability compensated for
the stiffness of the armor’s bronze segmentation, while the wide bronze pieces
provided thicker and better protection for the body than lighter, more
maneuverable armor worn by infantry.
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While the charioteer was thus defended they would be free to use spears.
Spears depicted in use by charioteers do not occur frequently; rather they are
shouldered such as in the LHIII fresco fragments from Tiryns.112 Littauer suggests
that there is an absence of weapon-bearing chariots as there is on LHIIIA and
LHIIIB vases.113 Art is, however, not a perfect reflection of actual warfare. For
example, Mycenaean spears are known and associated with chariots, and taken
into account with aesthetics and that two dimensional depiction would make
spears unemphasized lines, a spear line in action would not be as discernable, and
thus not as performative iconographically, as the Egyptian bow. Thus Littauer’s
point is inapplicable regarding iconographic reflection of weapon use. Though
examples are limited of depictions of spear and chariot units, such units are
known. In appearing in several examples – from a figure carrying a lance-like rod
in an LHIII terracotta chariot group from Marcopoulo, to carried lances and a
shouldered spear in Tiryns frescoes – depictions link spear and lance use to
chariot use in Mycenaean warfare.114 The shouldered spear is not in a position for
projection, but as a carried weapon it was clearly meant for use.
The chariot, just as it enhanced the use of the bow and arrow in Egypt,
would enhance the projection of a spear or a lance in close combat by providing
speed, momentum, and maneuverability relative to targets. The chariot is thus
technology that allows the Mycenaean warrior to enhance his military
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performance, while bringing him more swiftly to and closer to opponents. The
chariot in tandem with Dendra corselet armor and spear use allowed the warrior to
thus engage more effectively in mortal combat, bringing him faster and closer to
more opponents than infantry while not increasing the potential for his own harm.
The chariot enhancement to military performance becomes an explicit message of
unrestrained pursuit of battle. The Mycenaean attitude behind use of the
enhancing technology is one of unrestrained confrontation with mortality.
Minoan vs. Mycenaean Chariot Imagery
Iconographic representations of chariots are distinct in frescoes on Crete
as well as the Mycenaean mainland; both similarities and differences suggest a
revering, honor conveying attitude toward the chariot and its associations.
Cotterell suggests the Mycenaeans brought chariots and horses to Crete originally
ca. 1400 BC: evidence supporting this includes the Knossos archive and Late
Minoan fragments of horse and chariot images displaying the typical Mycenaean
two horse chariot with four-spooked chariot wheels.115 Even the specific style of
overlapping animals, distinguished by line and color, is typical in Mycenaean
iconography.116 The “Palanquin” Chariot Fresco displays the two-horse chariot
with charioteer on a light blue background.117 The chariot itself is like a
Mycenaean chariot; the variation occurs with the Minoan rider and accompanying
animal. Fragments of the charioteer’s garment suggest a long and striped with
minute pattern decoration dress that is divergent from the slightly later images of
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Mycenaean charioteers encased in armor and helmets and carrying weapons. The
Minoan chariot scene is also placed in a specifically Cretan context by the
fragment of a Minoan bull following the chariot. Immerwahr suggests the
depiction is of a procession for sacrificing the bull, but while the limited evidence
of this fragmented scene does not explicitly support or negate said theory, it does
help define what a chariot represents at Knossos by what it displays and lacks.118
Minoan chariot imagery has no militaristic components – it lacks any evidence of
the typical Mycenaean armor, spear, or helmet. As such it represents the
transference of the chariot from association with exclusively military – offensive
in battle or defensive in territory control – elite and palace centers to representing
elitism without explicit militarism. The elitism conveyed would still include clear
reverence for an honorable and wealthy charioteer because the chariot in a transMediterranean system using war chariots would not be viewed without its military
identity. But the Minoan chariot primarily acts a symbol of actualized, meaning
physically delineated, reverable identity because of the inclusion of the Minoan
bull, associated with Minoan religious and palatial practices. The fresco thus links
the chariot, a piece of Mycenaean military practice, to Minoan practice through
elite status focusing not on militarism but on honor. The emphasis of militarism
and of militarism in gaining honor is specifically Mycenaean.
The Late Minoan and Mycenaean fragments of fresco are palace wall
paintings, and thus in a royal, supreme elite setting. Mycenaean fragments are
propaganda of elite identity as the Late Minoan frescoes are, but are also
propagandistic representations of explanations for earned honor. The explanation,
118
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in the broad context of fresco paintings from Tiryns, Mycenae, and Pylos, is
militaristic assertion of strength in confronting mortality, which is a Mycenaean
iconographic device that does not appear in Late Minoan Knossos. The
Mycenaean fresco emphasis is the hunt and warfare. Both types of scenes are
militaristic, involving dangerous animals or opponents. The Tiryns Boar Hunt
fresco is a singular instance of Mycenaean fresco chariot imagery without
weapons; the fresco, however, retains the Mycenaean militarism and unhesitant
attitude toward facing potential death.119 Chariot groups of two charioteers are
female and are not warriors – they carry no hunting equipment and wear no
armor, suggesting they are not directly engaged in the hunt. Though these riders
in six or more chariot groups are not warrior hunters, they are still placed in a
militaristic setting as the hunters on foot wear greaves and carry spears.120
Further, these hunters are directly attacking the depicted boar – an animal that has
the potential to be lethally dangerous in real hunts – with dogs, and one hunter
personally stabs it with a spear. The women, though not militaristic in dress, are
participating in the scene via their presence; through their inclusion in the fresco
they take on a role in the elite activity that marks the mortality of the boar being
hunted and of the hunters engaging the dangerous boar. The female charioteers
thus are associated with the confrontation with mortality, and the Mycenaean elite
identity it represents. Even women, though not warriors, here retain elite honor.
At Mycenae and Pylos the frescoes are more explicit: the elite warriors are
represented ready for battle or already engaging it. At Pylos the battle scenes of
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Hall 64 have a clearly elite Mycenaean warrior – because he wears the elite boar’s
tusk helmet – mounted in a chariot, ready to move, and accompanied by another
boar’s tusk helmet wearing warrior carrying a spear.121 Though not engaging in
battle actively, the scene still explicitly conveys honor to the charioteer by
marking his high status and past militaristic victory in boar hunting via the elite
boar’s tusk helmet. At Mycenae the LHIII Megaron frieze has horse drawn
chariots of the dual type with two horses and two riders.122 But the Megaron
frieze also has a falling warrior: greaves are clearly visible, and the warrior falls
headlong down from the partially preserved body of a horse above him, the
horse’s body and part of a front leg outstretched showing active motion.123
Though the chariot is not visible, depictions of horses do not show warriors riding
them but rather have the horses pulling chariots. Additionally, reconstructions
suggest space and design for a chariot behind the horse; thus presumably the
warrior fell from his speeding chariot. Mycenaean frescoes depict victors and also
contorted or falling defeated opponents and warriors. The falling warrior from the
Megaron frieze is a representation of defeat in battle, the warrior’s explicit death.
The mortality warriors confront in their military role is actualized, but the image
still conveys honor. The falling figure wears typical elite warrior greaves and falls
by a Mycenaean palace structure, a choice of background imagery that links him
to palatial society and high status. The key elite warrior component of confronting
mortality is emphasized because of the stylization of the fall: the Mycenaean
attitude toward mortality is ideal lack of hesitation, and the fully extended body of
121
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the horse conveys such speed. Horses in a flying gallop pulling the chariot at high
speed express the opposite of hesitation and thus assert the warrior’s Mycenaean
elite attitude and the honor brought by it.
In other materials and mediums, Mycenaean and Minoan chariot imagery
is limited. Mycenaean examples appear in rich materials or as pieces aspirational
toward that status of wealth to which chariots belong. An example of a wealthy
artifact is a gold ring from shaft grave IV, upon which the usual chariot type of
two male charioteers drawn by two horses, hunting a stag with a bow, appears.124
Gold is a clear mark of hierarchical supremacy. A second, similar example from
the Vaphio tomb is a finely detailed sardonyx bead-seal depicting a man in a
chariot drawn by two horses, holding a long lance of some kind.125 The material
of the ring and seal express the owner’s wealth and therefore association with the
warrior elite activities depicted. Terracotta images of the same chariot type are
aspirational toward this strata of society: two sherds depicting chariot imagery
were found by Schliemann at Tiryns, and a terracotta figurine of a chariot with
two charioteers and two horses was found in Argos.126 The chariot is
performative; it acts as an identification of Mycenaean wealth and as such is a
means of association with Mycenaean elitism. Chariot imagery in social classes
that would have been unable to afford and maintain the typical warrior technology
is a performance of sought association, and thus is evidence that warrior elitism is
idealized in Mycenaean culture as a successful and desirable life and identity.
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On Crete there are rich material examples of chariot art as well as
mortuary association. As in fresco, Minoan ring and seal chariot iconography
does not display hunts or weapons of battle: a Late Minoan sardonyx ring
example from Avdu has a charioteer holding reins and a whip, and Mylonas
identifies another man seated on the chariot, which is drawn by two wild goats.127
Though containing clear variation in iconography, namely the goats, the essential
the chariot and charioteer without weaponry conveys the same elitism and honor
as a cornelian amygdaloid bead-seal from Knossos engraved with a charioteer
holding reins and a whip drawn by two horses shows.128 The Minoan chariot thus
expresses the elitism of the trans-Mediterranean network that uses chariots, but
the continued lack of militarism in the iconography stresses the importance of
militarism as a component of Mycenaean culture rather than of the holistic transMediterranean system.
Such Minoan chariot imagery, including horses as well as other
substituting animals, honors individuals with elitism posthumously. The Late
Minoan III Agia Triada sarcophagus presents female charioteers riding chariots of
the dual type seen in the Knossos frescoes; one side shows a chariot drawn by a
horse, and the other a chariot drawn by a griffin.129 This example alone does not
present enough evidence for interpretation of the animal variation, but the nature
of the sarcophagus in tandem with its decoration can be interpreted as actualized
mortality, the physically delineated capacity for death, linked to honor. Mortuary
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practices are expressions of honor conveyed toward a mortal identity. Though the
Agia Triada sarcophagus is not explicitly depicting mourning, the painted
decoration provided is a mourning practice, honoring the dead and associating
them with the highest social class of honor attainable in life, the elite class via
chariot imagery.
Throughout Crete as well as mainland Greece, chariots meant wealth and
elite function in life. They exemplify the local Minoan and Mycenaean adoption
of the trans-Mediterranean function of elite identity. Deposits at Pylos of over 100
chariots, and over 300 at Knossos as well as 30 elaborately decorated chariots
stored throughout Crete it can be argued were associated with royalty or
hierarchical supremacy given the elaboration and locations at the major palatial
centers of Knossos, Kydonia, Phaistos, and others.130 The chariot interculturally
becomes intrinsically symbolic of such elitism, whether a physical chariot is
present and elaborate or is simply a sarcophagus image.
Stelai
On the mainland, chariots and mortuary practice appear with the funeral
stelai at Mycenae itself, in essence performative by the living for the living as
well as the dead. In total 17 stelai were found by Schliemann in excavation of one
of the Grave Circles of Mycenae; these are the earliest known pictorial
representations of chariots on mainland Greece in Mycenaean culture.131 Cotterell
puts forth a supposition that the content of the stelai is combat or battle
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imagery.132 Mylonas mentions three stelai over grave V, all of which have the
chariot as the main subject matter in the figured compositions. 133 He refutes the
interpretation that they are “battle scenes in which the deceased on the chariot
took a leading role,” arguing that on one stele a man, though he carried a “broad
triangular dagger or sword” and is drawn at speed by a galloping horse, has no
helmet, and the other figure, though potentially holding a tapering weapon, has no
helmet, greaves, or armor, and no shields are visible.134 Battle is an unlikely
possibility as neither figure is equipped with defensive materials or the chariotry
weapons of the spear or bow – as the short weapons visible such as daggers are
not useful in chariot battle – and there is no defined opponent, whereas in fresco
battles opponents are always clearly delineated. Likewise, a hunting scene is
unlikely. Schliemann suggests one stele shows a hunting scene, but with no
animal clearly being chased ahead of the chariot it does not follow the Mycenaean
hunting iconography of an actively engaged hunt with clear hunting weapons.135
Mylonas suggests a third interpretation, that the imagery is of funeral
chariot races, siting the single, unarmed rider and the man on foot as evidence of a
driver and umpire respectively.136 Funeral games would be a performance for the
living to participate and perform for each other, and for them to honor the dead by
132
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conveying victory honor to the living as a part of the deceased’s funeral practices.
While there is not enough evidence to prove the performance of funerary chariot
games as early as the 16th century BC of Grave Circle A, the stelai themselves are
performative. These chariots act as ceremonial respect from the living for those
buried in the stelai marked grave V. It is ceremonial recognition of the status of
royalty, or elite supremacy, as reflected within by the two gold masks buried with
the three men in grave V.137 The funeral performance is a means for the living to
display their own wealth by being able to leave valuable items with the grave and
associate themselves with the elite being buried while identifying the dead as that
elite with the stelai grave markers. For both the living and the dead the stelai are
physical markers of inclusion in the chariot-using tier of social order. And so it
becomes a moral performance, where honoring the dead reflexively brings honor
to those performing it.
Horses, Movement and Wealth
Horses in chariot depictions convey honor themselves; expressed
movement reflects the use of the horse throughout the eastern Mediterranean
cultures. Horses, like the chariots they are used with, are imported to Mycenae,
having been domesticated in the Pontic-Caspian steppe region and having spread
from there throughout the eastern Mediterranean basin.138 The most prominent
movement depicted in art is the gallop, which occurs with slight variation in
Egyptian, in Assyrian – later but still expressing continuity – and in Aegean art. In
Egyptian and Assyrian art the gallop is a type of rearing, whereas Aegean
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depictions have the horse flying with legs completely outstretched and often not
touching the ground.139 Egyptians used horses primarily for chariots and hunting.
In such scenes, when expressing enthusiastic speed of a warrior’s engagement
with the activity, horses are shown with hind legs planted on the ground and
forelegs raised, rearing above any opponents or hunted animals. The movement
here is aggressive, but even without depicted opponents, as in a horse shaped
handle for a whip, the gallop is an expression of speed resulting from unhesitating
power.140 Such strength and motivation are characteristics of power and thus
highly valued in Egyptian culture as in Aegean. Thus a handle depicting a horse,
without depicting a chariot, can convey the honor of the charioteer on the hunt
and in battle. Though emphatic motion is not solely Mycenaean, it reveals a
Mycenaean characteristic: the prevalence of the Aegean gallop style in its
influence in Egypt shows Mycenaean elitism to be markedly distinct in its own
stylization. Such Mycenaean conveyed activity is recognized as honorable and
elite by others.
In Mycenaean imagery the horse also takes a standstill stance, but though
stylistically static they still convey activity. Littauer suggests standstill scenes are
non-battle scenes because the model of chariot depicted would leave the
charioteer too open to attack and be an unsuitable disadvantage if it became a
small platform from which the charioteer had to attack; these are viable
technological observations.141 But the standstill stylization is not wholly separate
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from military scenes. The chariots in the fresco scenes at Mycenae are in a
military context and are also depicted in the standstill with a standardized
orientation of the wheel spokes and rooted hind legs of the horse team.142
Likewise at Pylos, the chariot holds a static role in the military scene, which
Littauer incorrectly takes to mean that “the only solidly substantiated military
function of the chariot…is ‘standing by.’”143 These chariots do not express
unhesitating speed into mortal combat but such stylization purporting a lack of
combat does not exclude chariot activity in battle. The standstill of Aegean horses
uses context to associate them with warriors and the activity of the battle. The
horses act as identity markers: a warrior prepared in armor and weapons with his
horses attached to his chariot and reigns in his hand is a defined elite who has the
wealth to obtain all of those items and is prepared to engage in military action.
The iconography is not a standby chariot function during battle but rather
association with battle in which it will engage. It would be read with the
understanding that the horse, once it is engaged in the battle in which the
charioteer has been identified as about to participate, would perform the warrior
elite’s speed, efficacy, and engagement with mortality that are key to warrior
activity. The standstill is thus an example of iconographic discourse, understood
to convey the same honored, active militarism as the iconography of the gallop.
Horses and chariots are physically real marks of ideal honor in eastern
Mediterranean Bronze Age cultures as gifts signifying wealth and inclusion in the
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upmost tier of society. Amarna Letters from Egypt mention horses and chariots as
some of the most prized gifts in a royal gift exchange.144 The foreign sender to the
pharaoh inquires about the state of his horses and chariots, a regular politeness in
royal address. For example, one letter addresses chariots among the chief
concerns of family and country: “for you, your household, your wives…your
country, your chariots…may all go very well…for the 10 wooden chariots, [and
10 teams of hor]ses I send to you as your greeting-gift.”145 Chariots, completely
outfitted and sent with horses, are used as dowry gifts from the ruler of Ammiya
to Egypt, and descriptions of chariots enriched with gold and silver are
recorded.146 Even without precious metal fittings and decoration, chariots and
trained horses were expensive gifts and imports; elaboration was a further gesture
of wealth and not necessary. Such gifts implied recognition of individual status
and inclusion in trans-Mediterranean elite status for both the sender and recipient,
functioning as a physical embodiment of elite identity. Beyond the sending and
acceptance of chariotry gifts, the gift represented active continuity of the elite
identity. Horse and chariot use was an economic investment and so maintaining
such gifts was a way of carrying out continued inclusion in elite society.
Throughout the eastern Mediterranean, ruling elites needed to retain specialists as
one could not buy the technology or animals from abroad without knowing how
to equip them for battle, repair them, drive them, fight from them while moving,
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and care for horses, as without such function the base use of the chariot would be
as a set of ceremonial wheels at best.147
Missile Platform vs. Battle Taxi
The invested wealth and maintained care required is evidence of the use of
chariotry in battle rather than as simply transportation to and from battle for
infantry fighting. Drews presents an argument suggesting the chariot was a “battle
taxi” for warriors who fought on foot rather than a missile platform for spears or
archery, but he presents contradictory evidence: the list of maintenance for
chariots includes expensive imported materials, carpenters, charioteers, chariot
trained warriors, trainers, grooms, veterinarians, and food and shelter for
horses.148 In tandem it is investment that, if not used, would be highly expensive
frivolity. Pylos and Knossos financed several hundred chariots at a time and
maintained a large inventory of spare parts such as wheels and axles, all space,
effort, and investment which contradict the idea that chariots were solely for a few
hundred infantry riding “in comfort or dignity” at palatial expense.149 Drews
correctly notes that chariotry as militaristic luxury would economically not make
sense. In addition to his argument, it does not make sense for military groups to
keep the specialists, space, and especially training, armor, and ready for use spare
parts around and not use them to heighten their advantage in combat. It would be
a wasted potential resource. Likewise, risking wounding a horse would be a
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severe monetary loss for a simple transport service, while risking wounding a
horse in battle is both necessary for chariot units and, though it may stop a
chariot, does not necessary decommission a chariot unit as it may still be used as a
fighting platform or the charioteer warriors may leave it and continue fighting.
According to Drews no Mycenaean chariots have been found in the
archaeological record, but weaponry evidence suggests chariots were
advantageous as mobile firing platforms for Mycenaean archers with composite
bows.150 Though no composite bows have been found in Mycenaean tombs from
the Late Helladic period, tablet records show hundreds of composite bows, and
large lots of arrows: one recorded lot is of 6010 and another of 2630, which would
fit 200 chariot archers with 40 arrows each.151 The lack of composite bows cannot
be taken as evidence against their use, but rather they may plausibly not exist in
the archaeological record because organic material decomposition may have
removed them. Arrowheads of bronze, obsidian, and other materials do occur in
the archaeological record throughout the Late Bronze Age, and would have
required bows for use.152 In addition, iconographic depictions show clear use of
chariot archery: a gold signet ring from Mycenaean shaft grave IV depicts a dual
type chariot with one of two charioteers holding forward a bow.153 The composite
bow and arrows may thus have been one of the offensive missile weapons used,
like the spear, and would have been most effective if mobile because of the
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increase in available speed, range and maneuverability. In a warrior culture
emphatically focused on warrior efficacy, technology able to enhance that
military efficacy would not have been set aside.
Banqueting Vessels
Contemporary recognition, and thus evidence, of Mycenaean chariot use
extends throughout mainland Greece and other eastern Mediterranean cultures,
especially in association with banqueting. The Mycenaean pottery industry toward
the end of the Bronze Age surges in local and trans-Mediterranean use. Reaching
its apex during the 13th century BC in the LHIIIB period, uniformity in
Mycenaean style identifies many examples of chariot groups and chariot scenes
on banqueting vessels as Mycenaean.154 Examples arise from Tiryns, Berbati,
Argos, LHIIIB fragmentary amphoroid kraters from Mycenae and Corinth, and a
similar fragmented krater from the North Slope of the Athens Acropolis.155
Examples from Tiryns vary in style from uniform chariot group scenes, and
appear on LHIIIB and LHIIIC 12th century BC examples: a vessel from the lower
citadel depicts two chariots in antithetical arrangement, with warriors wearing
“hedgehog” type Mycenaean helmets instead of boar’s tusk ones, with shields,
and with decorative rosettes in the background.156 The function is ornamentation,
to convey association with elite militarism without the explicit context of battle
scenes. An example of a complete amphoroid krater is at most a processional
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scene, showing four chariots of the dual type.157 The chariot motif in the context
of these kraters emphasizes and literally engages elite activity throughout the
eastern Mediterranean because the banquets themselves were elite performative
occasions.
Chariots are a common decorative feature on wine mixing kraters found
regularly on Cyprus and the coastal Levant in Mycenaean style.158 On these
exported Mycenaean ceramics, chariot ornamented pieces are significantly more
numerous than scenes of banqueting.159 Thus the banquets employing these
vessels seek to display Mycenaean chariotry as a part of the elite performance.
Aruz describes banquets as ritualized, whether funerary, commemorative, or
political.160 In all cases such ritual is designed to confer honor, and uses vessels
and imagery associated with honor to do so. The clearly Mycenaean vessels
outside of Mycenaean territory suggests that Mycenaean chariotry was especially
recognized on a transcultural level as elite and honored. The specifically
Mycenaean cultural ideal of elite, chariot-using warrior is a recognizably
Mycenaean characteristic in other elite practices; Mycenaean identity is
recognizably distinct and is expressed via performative technology on
performative objects. Though these other cultures produced their own vessels and
chariot imagery – terracotta figurines of chariot groups have been found from
LHIIIA at Ialysus, Rhodes and from LHIIIA-B at Enkomi, Cyprus – imports are
more costly and thus less common, and therefore overall viewed as more
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prestigious.161 Shapes are borrowed from the Aegean and from Egypt in the
Levant, but the imported vessels with specifically Mycenaean styling are more
valuable pieces than local imitations and are used by the Levantine, Cypriot, and
other elites.162 These vessels, however, are ceramic and not made of costly metals
or material usually associated with elites. In the local area where they are made
terracotta material may indicate aspiration toward the chariot-using elite tier of
society; abroad, however, imported valuable ceramics may be used by the elites
themselves when evidence suggests mass use. For banquets on a large scale,
vessels would be needed in a quantity larger than that which the usual household
may use or of which they support the expense. 163 A means of still conveying
elitism and honorable prestige without spending the wealth on high quality metal
products is imported, recognizably different in style ceramics.
The Bronze Age Collapse, Chariotry Decline and Infantry Warfare
At the end of the Bronze Age, cities, and the warrior elite class that govern
them, disappear alongside long distance trade networks.164 The technology and
icon of the chariot changes in use as stable, road network connected, major
centers are destroyed at the end of the LHIIIB and during LHIIIC periods: Thebes
and Lefkandi are destroyed, Berbati is abandoned, Iolkos and Messenia are
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burned, and Tiryns is burned, though reoccupied.165 Forced localization as
populations drop and refounded settlements results in serious trade disruption.
Old trade networks do not have the same level of safety the major Mycenaean
centers could guarantee in the Bronze Age. The same disrupted trade routes
brought tin to the Aegean for making bronze also brought facets of technology
and specialists for chariotry.166 Just as a lack of tin results in a decline in bronze
manufacture and use, so too a lack of chariotry components would result in a
decline of chariotry.
The decline in chariotry resulting from the Bronze Age collapse networks
reflects the intercultural nature of chariot technology in Mycenaean culture
because the continuity of the elite practice does not simply adopt chariot
technology upon its introduction as holistically localized. Throughout the Late
Bronze Age Mycenaean culture, the chariot has an intrinsically active transMediterranean identity. The chariot thus represents and confers active
engagement with the trans-Mediterranean elite system as an intrinsic part of
Mycenaean elite warrior identity. It parallels the decline of that system and
Mycenaean supreme social strata at the end of the Bronze Age.
At the end of the Bronze Age, evidence suggests a movement from
chariot-based to infantry-based warfare. During the Bronze Age, chariots are used
against infantry in multiple cultures, evidenced above in types of weapons and
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chariot records found in the Aegean, and in depictions farther afield in Egypt.167
Economically wealthy societies were capable of putting a great number of
chariots into the field. Such a great number of chariots in chariot warfare would
have been capable of defending such centers as were destroyed in mainland
Greece in the collapse. Chrissanthos suggests that the last century of the Bronze
Age saw new warfare technology that carried the advantage over chariotry: lighter
armor and shields would allow easier and faster movement of infantry, and longer
swords and javelins invented might allow infantry to engage with chariot mounted
opponents, all of which would have challenged the success of chariotry in
battle.168 Mycenae itself, one of the major centers, built new defensive walls,
suggesting the center expected attack against which they felt the need for a largescale defense in addition to their military. Despite this it was destroyed.169 The
implication is that Mycenaean militarism was inadequate, even with additional
defense, but it is unclear if the failure was from old chariotry tactics or the newly
evolving infantry emphasis.
Dickinson argues against the failure of chariotry and shift toward infantry
tactics, suggesting that the continuation of the chariot in pictorial material, and
evidence of horses and horse equipment in the archaeological record, is evidence
that it has not become “obsolete…by new military tactics.”170 Horses do continue
in association with militarism; at Lefkandi, a cremated warrior is buried with a
167
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woman and a number of horses in the 10th century BC, a burial that also included
warrior accouterments, armor and weapons.171 Horses may have continued to be
used, and because of pastoral land necessary and other maintenance of the animal
they would have continued to be a symbol of status and wealth. But there is no
evidence of chariot use in graves or other archaeological findings after the Bronze
Age Collapse. It is plausible that chariots do not become wholly “obsolete” as
Dickinson argues because they do continue to appear on ceramics in the last
century of the Bronze Age during the collapse. But they may simply have
continued on as a symbol or as minor, less frequently used technology because it
is certain that infantry warfare to some degree changes and becomes prominent.
LHIIIC kraters found, for example, at Tiryns, Nauplia, and Lefkandi
depict infantry primarily.172 The Warrior Vase from Mycenae, dated to the
LHIIIC period ca. 1150 BC, is an example of this pictorial material.173 The
infantry are shown with new helmet types – one group wearing hedgehog helmets
and another wearing another new type – sleeved corselets, greaves, spears, and a
new type of round shield. The fact that the iconography on these examples has
commonality, and that these new infantry appear on other artifacts such as a
painted limestone stele from Mycenae, suggest these types of infantry units are in
prominent or rising prominent use. Even the suggested style of deployment for
these units suggests that they confronted other infantry and not chariotry: the
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close order standing of the warriors would result in a united shield front against
the long range missiles of a chariot, requiring close, hand-to-hand combat.174 The
warrior stele from Mycenae, which dates to the end of the LHIIIB or LHIIIC
period and depicts five infantrymen in the same hedgehog helmet and spear
carrying style as the Warrior Vase, confirms the infantry equipment depicted on
the Warrior Vase as weapons deployed against like infantry and not chariots.175
Spears and shields allow fair combat when confronting spears and shields, but
against chariots would require long-range missile defense, meaning either more
spears than the singular one depicted, or bow and arrow use, both of which would
be most effective from their own mobile platforms of chariotry. No such
inclusions appear.
Chariot use does have some form of continuity; though the Iliad is an
amalgamated source of practices from the Bronze Age Collapse through the Dark
Ages and beyond, it displays chariot use in the Bronze Age manner of a missile
platform in addition to the “battle taxi” infantry warfare.176 Patrokles fights
multiple opponents from his chariot: book 16 mentions other men falling from
chariots as Patrokles kills them from his own.177 It is clear Patrokles is still riding
in a chariot because there is an explicit episode mentioning Patrokles driving next
to an opponent:
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“ὃ δὲ Θέστορα Ἤνοπος υἱὸν δεύτερον ὁρµηθείς: ὃ µὲν εὐξέστῳ
ἐνὶ δίφρῳ ἧστο ἀλείς: ἐκ γὰρ πλήγη φρένας, ἐκ δ᾽ ἄρα χειρῶν ἡνία
ἠΐχθησαν: ὃ δ᾽ ἔγχεϊ νύξε παραστὰς γναθµὸν δεξιτερόν, διὰ δ᾽
αὐτοῦ πεῖρεν ὀδόντων, ἕλκε δὲ δουρὸς ἑλὼν ὑπὲρ ἄντυγος,”
which literally translates as
“and Thestor son of Enops, another he hastened after: he in his
well-polished war-chariot had been seated having shrunk down: for
his wits had been struck with terror, and from his hands the reins
had darted: and [Patrokles] having come beside stabbed with a
spear his right jaw, and pierced through his teeth, and having
grasped the spear [Patrokles] was dragging him over the chariotrail.”178
This fight includes the Bronze Age Mycenaean chariot use as a mobile platform
for spear use against other chariots. But likewise there is a clearly different use of
the chariot that appears frequently, the “battle taxi”: Achilles uses his chariot as a
vehicle to reach Troy where he fights Hector on foot, and once he wins he leaves
using the chariot again.179 Here it is an infantry fight with spears like those on the
Warrior Vase. Though it cannot be explicitly defined when the different chariot
uses may have actually been used, ceased to be used, and not been used at all, it is
discernable that after the Bronze Age Collapse there was a shift in war tactics.
The discursive association between chariot and warrior elitism is
extremely prevalent, its continuity evidencing the association’s importance in
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Mycenaean culture. In the Iliad, the chariots transport the primary characters, elite
warriors such as Achilles, Diomedes, and Agamemnon to battle. Whether this is a
Homeric practice or not, the chariot represents the elite warrior’s courage and
brings him to the battle where he earns honor through the glory of victories and
engaging mortality.180 Achilles, though desecrating the dead and thus acting
immoral, uses his chariot after his fight with Hector as a vehicle displaying his
victory in dragging Hector behind it, and thus also displays elite mortality,
Hector’s, and participation by both of them in lethal battle.181 After the Bronze
Age Collapse, the chariot thus retains and in continuity links warrior elites to elite
society. But the Mycenaean use of the chariot in essence is the broader
implication of its trans-Mediterranean wealth, performance, and honor, especially
honor attained by actualized engagements with mortality.
Conclusion
The chariot in Mycenaean use has three primary components that persist
as representations of the Mycenaean warrior ideal: the chariot itself, the horse,
and the weaponry used by chariot units. The military technology enhances warrior
efficacy literally by speed, maneuverability, and range, but in addition, because it
enhances efficacy, it becomes an actualization of identity. It is a physical
realization of the ideal participation of the warrior as personally engaging
mortality. Chariot use, and even the use implied by a standstill depiction or
association, is essentially the role of the Mycenaean warrior; the role of the
180
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warrior is asserted through use as a piece of their individual identity. It expresses
all of the ideal components of warrior elite identity, the wealth, the trade networks
and territory, the dual nature of elitism as trans-Mediterranean and as Mycenaean,
and efficacy. But the chariot shows that efficacy is not the singularly defining
ideal of Mycenaean ideal identity. Chariot depictions of non-victorious warriors,
of warriors not expressing conquest, or of warriors not engaged in combat
evidence that efficacy is not the essential warrior characteristic but is an
expression of what is essential, participation. Participation can be by physical
chariot use or by iconographic discourse; efficacy is a form of asserting
participation, especially as in contact with actualized militaristic mortality.
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Chapter III
Performance and Customs: Burials

Warriors once they meet their own mortality can no longer express their
attitude of efficacy or earn the honor linked to elite warrior identity. Upon death
the expression of identity is left to the people of their society; burials reflect the
external perception of a warrior, and are an expression of their role relative to
other Mycenaeans. The identity evidenced in burial form, furnishings, and
funerary performance constitutes how warriors are respected and what part of
their identity is represented as worth marking. Burial customs reflect the dead as
well as the living; burial expresses elitism and inclusion by performance, and the
living’s continuity of warrior identity beyond mortality.
Shaft Graves and Furnishings
The Mycenaean elite identity of the dead is in the frame of burial practice
from the early part of the Mycenaean period in the Grave Circle shaft graves.
Earlier Bronze Age, Middle Helladic graves found have been simple pit or cist
graves designed for function and unelaborated.182 In the 17th century BC, as the
Middle Helladic turns to the Late Helladic period, the shaft grave appears as a
deeper pit grave with more space for the body of the deceased and space for
elaborate grave goods.183 These graves occur almost exclusively at Mycenae
itself, with the last one dating to around 1500 BC.184 These graves identify
individuals with the Mycenaean elite warrior culture by means of normative
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Mycenaean furnishings, and include the trans-Mediterranean elite warrior culture
evidenced in warrior iconography and technology through Egyptian influence.
Grave Circle A, dated to the 16th century BC, contains six shaft graves of multiple
burials of 19 skeletons: eight men, nine women, and two children.185 These have
the body or bodies placed on a pebble floor of the shaft with funeral furnishings
arranged around the dead.186 Both men and women have objects of elite practice,
such as gold and silver cups – for example, three rhyta were found in grave IX –
for banquets, and furnishings of wealth including rings and beads of agate,
sardonyx, amethyst, Baltic amber, gold, other jewelry, gold, silver, and copper
vessels, and bronze swords.187 The objects of value that require especial note are
the seven found gold masks as they have no Mycenaean precedent or successive
appearance or evolution.188 The practice comes from Egyptian use of gold masks
and pectorals.189 This may be experimentation – along with the masks, one body
found in grave V was embalmed in an apparent mimicry of mummification.190
But though these Egyptian practices are not retained – no other Mycenaean graves
have produced these gold masks or embalming – the concept behind it is the
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representation of intercultural elitism, and a level of wealth able to import or to
create non-local objects of locally extremely high value.191
Egyptian objects and influence aside from the above practices are present
and continue in later burials: ostrich eggs and the inlaid dagger with a Nilotic
scene are examples.192 For the dead, these Egyptian incursions are designations of
participation in the trans-Mediterranean network; for the living, these objects are
“theatricality,” an impactful object designed for its own value as evidenced by the
gold masks because they do not match the dead as portraits.193 The gold masks
and other objects as a whole impact those participating in and viewing the funeral
as an emphasis of wealth and status, both of the living who are able to impart such
furnishings to the dead and of the dead who are buried with the furnishings.
Graves IV and V within Grave Circle A along with rich objects include
weapons that display continuity of the warrior identity of the dead through the
furnishings’ utility in life. By the skeletons of men, bronze swords, some with
engraved decoration on the blades, bronze daggers, spearheads, arrowheads,
broad blades, and knives have been found, items in life associated with and
depicted with elite warriors.194 Swords especially are expensive marks of
preeminent status, and are found with pieces of an elite boar’s tusk helmet in
grave IV.195 Significantly, most of the swords found in graves IV and V were not
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intended purely for funeral use: as Tsountas indicates, the swords are not light and
not disruptively decorated so as to make them unusable in actual battle, but rather
have the solidity necessary for use and thus could have served the men of these
graves in life.196 So while the iconography of lions associated with warriors and
elitism appears in these graves – the gold-plated hexagonal wooden box from
grave V is decorated on its rectangular faces with lions attacking prey, and a
rhyton from grave IV is shaped like a lioness’s head – the utility of the swords
indicates the relationship between warrior elitism and burial.197 The utility of the
swords not only expresses continuity of warrior elitism from life through death
but also brings individualism into that identity. The swords are a mark of respect
from the living preparing the burial, but their utility goes beyond solely honoring
the dead with general or ideal symbols and associations with warrior identity. The
utility of the swords honors the dead as recognition of his real – not just idealized
– individual, elite, warrior life, and continues to honor that life beyond his death.
Grave Circle B, dating from the 17th to 16th century and thus partially
concurrent with Grave Circle A, contains mostly warrior burials of a similar
kind.198 Grave Circle B contains 14 shaft graves with 24 burials of family
members sharing graves and other cists.199 In grave Nu, funeral furnishings
included burying the dead in their fineries: the skeleton has a gold band under the
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jaw, gold trimming suggestive of a garment.200 Specifically warrior items in the
grave include a well preserved spearhead with the decoration of a narrow gold
band for the wooden shaft, and pieces of boar’s tusks were found in the earth fill
of the grave as well as among the bones moved to the side of the grave during the
last burial use of that shaft.201 Variations in grave wealth, status, and disturbance
of the interments are reflected in variations in finds, but the objects have a
uniformity of discourse. For example, grave Lambda, like Nu, contains a bronze
spearhead with gold shaft decoration, and additionally 24 arrowheads, 20 of
which are obsidian; grave Delta, like Lambda, has 14 arrowheads.202 Lambda also
has the high status objects of a bronze sword, a knife with an ivory handle, and a
triangular dagger with handle decorated in silver.203 Numbers and material may
vary but similar objects convey the same warrior elite identity, perhaps with other
included finds suggesting different degrees of status within that identity.
Status symbols bring to the fore the concept of idealism versus realism:
are these weapons a result of social status or inherited social status but not
actualized identity? The skeletons of Grave Circle B have shown that, in most
cases, these men are actual warriors and not just buried like warriors. Several
skeletons show marks evidencing the cause of death to be combat.204 For
example, the burial Zeta 59 is the skeleton of a large male, with a left shoulder
suggestive of overuse, likely from shield bearing, and depressions in the skull as
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results of blows inflicted from a right-side opponent.205 And like Grave Circle A,
bronze swords, often with unencumbering design, gold sheathing for perishable
handles, and pommels of ivory or alabaster, are of the substance and type that
could have been used.206 Grave Delta contains a sword with a bronze blade,
decorated on both sides with engraved griffins, and rounded shoulders, and
though the gold sheathing for the haft is delicate repousse work designed with
triple spirals terminating in two heads of lions, detailed with incised triangles for
manes, the cylindrical handle maintains the functional, optimal shape and solidity
of this sword type.207 Though elaborate it could plausibly have been used in
combat. Grave Iota contained a sword with an ivory handle and fully functional
bronze blade, and a like bronze knife that would have been fully functional and
has a cylindrical handle of rock crystal.208 Hereditary status is not clearly evident
but the real, individual warrior identities of these men does not hold evidence
against inherited standing. Thus elaborate displays of wealth and actual use in
warrior lifestyle are not mutually exclusive.
The anomaly of a singular wealthy shaft grave from ca. 1500 BC, in the
period of the two grave circles at Mycenae, has been found at Pylos with no like
context, but nonetheless as a warrior grave displays the same wealth and
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continuity of elite warrior identity beyond death.209 The skeleton is of an adult
male in his 30s, with weapons placed near his head and chest, which are a bronze
sword with ivory hilt covered in gold, and a gold hilted dagger, and by his feet,
including a long sword, several daggers, and a spearhead.210 Additionally, thin
bands of bronze from armor, and many wild boar’s tusks from a helmet mark him
explicitly with the elite warrior activity of combat and hunting.211 Displays of
wealth are namely: a gold necklace near his neck; a group of thousands of beads
of imported and expensive materials including carnelian, amethyst, jasper, agate,
and gold, all in tandem with preserved woven thread suggesting an elaborate
burial shroud; metal vessels including two gold cups, a silver cup with a gold rim,
six silver cups, and bronze bowls, other cups, an amphora, jugs, and a basin; and
ivory pieces including one carved with griffins, another with a lion attacking a
griffin, a bronze mirror with an ivory handle, and six decorated ivory combs.212
Just as the shaft graves at Mycenae show foreign influence, so too the Pylos
warrior grave has large quantities of imported designs and items. In this case there
is a quantity of Minoan influence: seal stones of quality material such as carnelian
bear Minoan designs of goddesses, altars, reeds, lions, bulls, and bull jumpers,
and four gold seal rings have Minoan designs such as the Cretan bull.213 The
similarity to the contemporary graves at Mycenae of foreign influence, warrior
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items, and displays of elitism further exemplifies Mycenaean elaborate funerary
performance and its continuity across Mycenaean territory.
Chamber Tombs and Furnishings
At the end of the shaft grave period and extending to the end of
Mycenaean times – from LHI through LHIII – a new type of tomb appears
throughout Mycenaean territory, the chamber tomb.214 These tombs maintain the
intercultural influence in the Mycenaean culture, seen earlier in the shaft graves,
but the local nature of the grave and funerary customs results in a focus on
realism, the individual as a Mycenaean, rather than large-scale idealized portrayal
of identity. Chamber tombs like shaft graves can be a higher status form of burial,
and thus the elite articles listed among chamber tomb contents do not greatly
differ from the contents of the shaft graves.215 Chamber tombs, however, range
from the lower elite to higher elite. In summation, they can represent elite society
or aspiration toward it. In both cases expression of warrior identity appears in a
wide range geographically, with Mycenaean items and interculturalism, and
socio-economically. Developed in Messenia, chamber tombs are a smaller, rock
cut version of the contemporary higher status, ostentatious tholos tombs, and
while hundreds are known at all major sites in the Argolid, by the 14th and 13th
century they occur at over 150 sites in the Mycenaean cultural sphere, including
the mainland and islands.216 In the tombs of the lower elite and still warrior
classes, common finds can include minor jewelry, small bronzes of knives or
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razors, seal-stones, and arrow-heads; rare burial furnishings in this type of tomb
include the major weapons of spears and swords, gold jewelry and seal rings,
ivory, armor and greaves, and vessels of metal, stone, faience, or glass, with
examples of these higher status furnishings found throughout the geographic
cultural sphere, from Mycenae to Thebes and Athens.217 In the Argolid, examples
of higher status articles arise at Mycenae, Asine and Prosymna. Chamber tomb 78
at Mycenae contained a bronze sword and ivory comb, and chamber tomb 81
likewise had a bronze sword.218 The appearance of boar’s tusk helmet tusk plates
in chamber tombs at Asine and Prosymna is representative of specifically
Mycenaean activity in life, and like the shaft graves, is thus a continued
Mycenaean identity beyond death.219
Burials and the Naue II Type Sword
Specifically Mycenaean elite warrior identity can also arise from
widespread adopted ownership of an originally imported sword. The Naue II type
sword is a cut and thrust weapon – and therefore extremely useful – introduced in
the late 13th century BC to the Aegean by the Adriatic from a foreign European
origin.220 Though foreign originally, the Naue II type sword through regularity
becomes a Mycenaean cultural norm, and thus can express the dead individual’s
real role in Mycenaean society rather than simply being an expensive acquirement
from foreign users of the item. From chamber tomb cemeteries in the Argolid at
217
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Mycenae and Tiryns five examples of this sword are known, one is known from
Arkadia found with a spearhead, and nine examples are known from Achaea.221 In
Achaea, the Mycenaean cemetery at Krini contains one of the higher status
warrior chamber tombs from the LHIIIC period: chamber tomb 3, a circular
chamber and dromos all cut into bedrock, has two layers of burial, the second
which includes a warrior.222 Elite and warrior articles are specifically assigned to
this burial D: the universally regular item of a bronze oval spearhead is set to his
right; the more luxurious and scarce – because silver is relatively rare – item of a
silver ring is on his right forefinger; there is the luxury item of an ivory comb,
scarce in Achaea like silver; and a Naue II type long sword in a decorated
scabbard is to his right.223 The sword features an intact hilt, with flanged hand
guard, rivets, a blade with visible tapering and “’blood channels’” instead of the
ridges of other sword types, and a scabbard originally of wood and leather
decorated with bronze strips and studs.224 The warrior equipped with this sword
and the spearhead is marked out from a warrior burial containing just a spearhead.
The presence of the sword with the burial suggests higher military or social rank
than a burial without, but is also a mark of the warrior’s inclusion in a wealthy
enough and honoring class and family because the living who buried him were
221
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able to give up use of the sword to leave it with him. Rather than an expression of
ideal warrior identity, the mark of this sword is a finite individual reality.
The interment of swords with warrior burials is thus a regular
demarcation. Lack of swords in many burials does not indicate a disassociation
with status, but rather inclusion of swords as less common furnishings than less
valuable items indicates their value because they are only common in warrior elite
status burials. At Kallithea in Achaea, examples of such burials are a warrior’s
grave in chamber tomb A from LHIIIC that includes decorated bronze greaves
and a long sword, and another burial that hosts a sword, spearhead, knife, razor,
double axe, whetstone, necklaces beads, and a quality rounded alabastron.225 And
while the Naue II type is a sword regularity – four other examples come from the
Patras region of Achaea – other sword types likewise convey the same message:
at Lousika, an LHIIIC chamber tomb contained two swords belonging to two
different warrior burials, one a long sword with a shield boss, bronze spearhead,
and spear-butt spike, and the other a shorter sword found with two bronze
spearheads and two knives.226
In Arkadia, chamber tombs yield the same contents and thus show the
continuation of warrior burial practice throughout a broader Mycenaean cultural
area. At Palaiopyrgos near Palaoikastro, an extensive Mycenaean necropolis
dating from LHII to LHIIIC includes rock cut chamber tombs and pit graves.227 In
tomb 6, dated to LHIIIC and found intact, a burial contains a bronze spearhead,
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sword, a knife, and a chisel-like object.228 The sword is a Naue II type, with a
leaf-shaped blade, blood channels, rivets, and three-part hilt of a pommel,
handgrip, and hand guard.229 Like the Naue II type in this burial, the knife in this
burial is a regularized Mycenaean practice originating elsewhere. This type of
single edged blade originated in Minoan Crete and is adopted by Mycenaeans in
LHI; it becomes a normative inclusion through LHIIIC in Mycenaean burials on
the mainland and islands.230 Again there is foreign influence in Mycenaean burial
that represents the dead as a Mycenaean individual and actual warrior, for whom
living Mycenaeans furnished his burial with an honoring continuation of his
Mycenaean warrior identity extending beyond his death. The warrior’s role
relative to these other, living Mycenaeans thus still incorporates warrior practice
and warrior mortality, both represented by his continued identity imbued in his
burial.
Burials Outside of the Peloponnese
Outside of the Peloponnese warrior burials also exhibit what can be left by
the living for the dead, and thus reflect the perception of warrior identity by
Mycenaeans external to the buried warrior. In Aetolia, a long Mycenaean sword
was found with a bronze spearhead in a LHIIIC grave at Lithovouni, the standard
display of high status warrior identity for the dead and a display of expensive
equipment the living can afford to leave behind or do not need.231 At Agios
Georgios in Euboea, a short sword was found with the less prestigious items of
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terracotta pottery, two terracotta Mycenaean phi and psi figurines, two terracotta
animal figures, and with the only other metal item being a small bronze model of
a wagon.232 In this burial the sword is an effective mark of warrior status; the
sword with the abundance of terracotta and lack of other weapons or fine quality
material objects allows those burying the individual to still respect him and
represent him as the Mycenaean warrior he was, but also to withhold wealth or
other weapons that they may require.
The islands within the Mycenaean cultural sphere and influence see the
trend of continuity of warrior identity beyond death; but they do so through
acculturation, using distinct Mycenaean articles to identify individuals with
Mycenaean and not simply broader Aegean or trans-Mediterranean cultural and
warrior identity. On Naxos, a distinctly Mycenaean cemetery yielded a long
sword from an LHIIIC tomb of the same type found on the mainland in LHIIIC
tombs.233 The island of Crete, however, is not so definitively Mycenaean in the
use of Mycenaean articles. The sub Minoan warrior grave T 201 at Knossos is a
cremation burial furnished with a bronze sword, bronze spearhead, a shield with a
bronze shield boss, five large bronze arrows, a boar’s tusk helmet, and an ivory
comb, among other pieces.234 On Crete, non-Mycenaean burial customs, such as
cremation, and Mycenaean identifiers, such as the boar’s tusk helmet, are brought
together in acculturation. At Mouliana, Crete, tomb B contains a gold ring like
that found at Krini in Achaea, and a bronze type II sword, but the warrior is
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buried in a clearly Minoan larnax.235 In this example acculturation represents the
dead as a Mycenaean warrior in identity even though including local custom,
identity that is expressed by others on their behalf when the living respectfully
provide them with such elite warrior articles. Burials with weapons are a new
phenomenon on Crete in the 13th century BC; they are identified as Mycenaean
because the swords in the burials are three types made primarily for combat like
the swords in mainland Mycenaean graves, and such burials are accompanied by
daggers and spearheads, which is the normative Mycenaean practice.236 Burial
with Mycenaean identity goes so far afield as Ialysos on the island of Rhodes,
where a chamber tomb cemetery contains three clearly Mycenaean warrior burials
of the LHIIIA-B period, further evidence of continuity across the Mycenaean
cultural sphere.237
Warrior Burials in Attika
In Attika also chamber tombs reflect military activity. Mycenaean
chamber tombs have been found throughout Attika, at Spata, Perati, Varkiza,
Voula, the Agora of Athens, and Eleusis, and three large Mycenaean cemeteries
have been found at Markopoulo, Brauron, and Prasiae.238 Though precious metals
are rare in Attic Mycenaean graves, warrior burials still contain weapons: the
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Athenian Agora chamber tombs including a range of weapons.239 Agora tombs
contain weapons and contain skeletal evidence of militarism, but the two are not
necessarily found together. Some skeletons are warriors, but some are just buried
like ones. Evidence of traumatic injuries link skeletal remains to actual and
individual – rather than ideal – military activity. Such trauma is possible in both
the high elite class of warriors, and lower status warriors. In Susan Kirkpatrick
Smith’s examination of nine Athenian Agora graves, mostly from LHIIIA, six
burials are found to contain weapons: bronze rapiers, swords, razors, knives,
spears, arrowheads and obsidian arrowheads.240 These reflect the socio-economic
range of Mycenaean military personnel: one male is buried with a rapier, short
sword, bronze bowl, ivory and gold rosettes; another with a razor, thrusting
weapon, obsidian and bronze arrowheads, ivory comb, bone pin, necklace of
quartz and glass paste, and steatite bead; a third has fewer furnishings of a
thrusting spear, carnelian seal stone, and fragment of ivory, but contains a rare
amber bead; and two others have lower status burials, one with a knife and one
gold and one paste bead, and one with only a bronze knife.241 This last burial
evidences the inclusion of lower warriors in warrior society; low elite or even
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non-elite warrior burials can express participation in Mycenaean martial society
and lower status warrior burials without such inclusionary articles also exist.
Though less wealthy, such burials can still identify the dead individual with
military activity and connect the individual to the honor of the respected,
militaristic upper strata of society as a lower figure upholding militaristic
organization.
None of the above skeletons have evidence of trauma injury, but three
other skeletons, without weapons in their burials, do have evidence of trauma.242
Burial AA 28 from tomb 37 has a healed rounded wound depression in the
shoulder, suggestive of an arrow or spear thrust, and a healed fracture of the
radius likely from force applied in combat or a fall.243 The shoulder depression is
clear evidence of combat, and the healed bone is evidence of surviving the combat
in which he engaged. Trauma of burial AA 45 in tomb IV is less definitively
combat injury; healed fractures to the hand, however, are symptomatic of hand to
hand combat or application of blunt force.244 Burial AA 134 in tomb 18 has the
most trauma, undeniably from combat: of three wounds, two are healed cut
wounds from a sword or dagger, and one perimortem wound, likely the cause of
death, is consistent with a sling stone.245 All three individuals are clearly warriors;
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the issue is not of identity but of status. Though a burial without weapons does not
represent the same Mycenaean warrior identity as those with weapons, the lack of
weapons reflects the warrior’s lower status, likely as a foot soldier engaged in
combat, and reflects the continued need of the weapons by the living or inability
of the living burying the dead to deposit what weapons the dead used with them.
The reverse may be true of those burials with weapons: though lauded in
death as a warrior, the burials’ weapons may be purely prestigious rather than
actual reflections of individual use. Regarding the adult men, they were members
of the high status class of warriors, whether they fought or no. Similarly, the
adolescent male buried with weapons may be an example of inherited social
status, someone who aspired to warrior elitism but did not live long enough to be
old enough to engage in combat.246 Status does not solely need to be earned
through warrior active participation in life, but can be maintained hereditary
status: youths and perhaps infants may be buried with warrior elite articles to
identify them with the status they inherited and did not have the chance to carry
out and maintain.
Weapons, however, are not the only marks of extreme wealth – though
metals are rare in Attic burials, amber and carved ivory are more so. It is possible
to express Mycenaean elite identity and wealth without any weapons at all,
whereas inclusion of weapons identifies the dead with the specific warrior
component of Mycenaean elite identity. The rarity of such weapons, and expense
of the materials to make them, thus not only evidences extreme wealth but also
suggests a level of high importance in including them. Weapon inclusion may not
246
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just be a sign of status but also, as not every warrior or high ranked commander
may be wounded or engaged in the thick of battle, may be a respectful sign of the
dead’s individual identity. Skeletal evidence of militarism does present warrior
identity, but the warrior identities of the dead can be evidenced by traumatic
injury or burial practice because they are not mutually exclusive.
Tholos Tombs and Furnishings
The highest status tomb type, contemporary with the chamber tomb from
LHI through LHIII, is the tholos or beehive tomb.247 Tholos tombs contain the
same parts as chamber tombs – a dromos, stomion, and chamber – but the tholos
tombs are built significantly larger and built up into hillsides or above land so as
to have a round chamber roofed artificially, with courses forming a continuous
inward curve to the apex of a dome.248 Occurring throughout the mainland – over
100 have been found – these domed mortuary monuments are associated with
royalty, the warrior kings of Mycenaean territories.249 Articles found in tholoi are
the same types of contents found in shaft grave and high status chamber tomb
burials, and thus at the height of society display the Mycenaean warrior royalty
status of the dead, and the highest respect and continuation of that identity in the
burial carried out by the living. In Messenia where the tholos first appears, a clear
247
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factor of the design was to make it conspicuous: the Pylos tholos tomb IV is
entirely above ground.250 Thus, in addition to grave furnishings marking status,
the grave itself has become a mark of identity, continuing beyond the burial
customs once the tomb is closed as a conspicuous, manmade mound. This
conspicuity is a regularity throughout the Mycenaean mainland, from Messenia to
Iolkos in the far north of Mycenaean territory. Tholos tombs found near Dimini
and Iolkos carry their conspicuity in size; the Iolkos tomb especially is
enormous.251
At Mycenae itself the development of the tholos, and the continuity of its
contents, is shown in Wace’s three chronological developmental phases.252 The
first type, including the earliest Mycenae tholos of the Cyclopean Tomb that
immediately succeeded the last shaft grave at Mycenae, the Epano Phournos, and
the Tomb of Aegisthus, consists of an unlined dromos, a doorway closed by a
wall of rubble masonry, and no relieving triangle because of the use of a short
lintel stone.253 The second type, including first the Panagia Tomb, then the Kato
Phrounos and the Lion Tomb, and further afield including the Argive Heraion,
makes its presentation more grandiose with a lined and lengthened, more
conspicuous dromos, ashlar masonry façade framed with pilasters, a relieving
triangle, and dressed stones within the tholos.254 The third type, including the
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Treasury of Atreus, Tomb of Klytemnestra, and the Tomb of the Genii, is the
largest in size and most ornate with dressed conglomerate masonry, detailed
façades, and bronze nails in situ suggesting an equally elaborate door.255 These
tombs clearly represent supreme status in continuity, and the content of these
tombs mirrors their stature. In the first type Cyclopean Tomb, a large bronze knife
with gold foil remaining from a gold covered wooden handle, ivory fragments,
gold foil pieces, an obsidian arrow-head, a bronze ring, a broken lentoid steatite
seal stone, glass beads and other small objects have been found, all items of rare
or expensive material and manufacture.256 The Epano Phournos, which was
plundered and does not leave its full contents, still contained a large amber bead,
an amethyst bead, ivory fragments and gold foil pieces, and the definitively
warrior attributes of a bronze javelin head, fragments of bronze plates from armor
and fragments of lead plates, and worked boar’s tusks cut straight at each end for
use on a boar’s tusk helmet.257 These items are examples of the most expensive,
rare, and characteristically Mycenaean elite warrior articles; the conclusion drawn
is that in the tholos Mycenaean royalty were buried with extreme, individualized,
and normative supreme status. The living provided respect of status and wealth by
including such items as amber, respect of individual accomplishment by
representing his warrior identity, and conveyed his role in their society on his
behalf by continuing to represent his identity beyond his mortality where death
255
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does not allow him to express himself. The last tholos of the first chronological
period, the Tomb of Aegisthus, further evidences such respectful normativity: in
its dromos were four fragments of ivory depicting two lions carved in high relief
likely in antithetical arrangement, a carnelian bead, gold nails and studs, gold foil,
and three obsidian arrowheads; in the tholos itself was a seal impression upon
clay from a no longer present seal stone, and an amber bead.258
The second chronological group of tholoi, is represented by the Argive
Heraion since the Panagia Tomb, Kato Phournos, and Lion Tomb were plundered
and do not yield more items of substance than pottery and a white marble lamp
from the Lion Tomb.259 This group presents evidence of Mycenaean supreme and
warrior burials continuing as a Mycenaean custom further distinguished with the
elaboration of its structure. The Argive Heraion tholos tomb has the same
regularity and continuity of finds as the first group: in the dromos and before the
doorway were gold necklace ornaments, gold rosettes, bronze arrow-heads and
flakes of obsidian, and the broad-headed bronze rivet used at each end of a swordhilt; within the tholos were a gold necklace ornament, a lentoid bead of gold,
multiple pieces of gold foil, fragments of bronze vessels, a fragmented Egyptian
bowl of blue glazed faience decorated on the inside with an Egyptian style pattern
of lotus-buds in black outline, fragments of a dark green steatite lamp, fragments
of a dark green steatite flower-bowl, a fragmented alabaster vase, glass paste,
several fragments of an amygdaloid bead of lapis lazuli, ivory fragments, several
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flakes of obsidian, a small double-axe of pale green steatite pierced for
ornamentation, and three pieces of wild boar’s tusks perforated for a helmet.260
Here the wealth represented by Egyptian imports continues from the shaft graves,
and the wild boar’s tusks in continuity are a Mycenaean identifier of individual
militarism.
The third chronological group presents slight variation in finds, but
continues the trends of the previous type. The Treasury of Atreus had gold leaf,
ornaments and rosettes, bronze nails, and fragments of ivory, gold beads, a
trochus-shell and cockle-shell in glass paste, a carved snail in green marble, a
pendant and beads of glass paste, carnelian beads, two bronze rings, a bronze rod,
and a boar’s tusk, finds which were augmented by the later find of part of a
bronze blade.261 Though the paste shells do not have precedent or comparative
examples, the carnelian, bronzes, and boar’s tusk are further examples of
regularity. The Tomb of Klytemnestra, in what contents remain, does not vary in
finds from the other elite tomb types and previous tholos types: initial excavation
yielded gold leaf possibly of rosettes, glass beads, amethyst beads, and five strips
of thin bronze plate from armor.262 Secondary excavation yielded a piece of a
serpentine vase, and two pieces of alabaster vases of an Egyptian Dynasty XVIII
type, a continuity of imported wealth seen previously in the Argive Heraion
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tholos and before that in the shaft graves.263 Tsountas’ successive excavation of
this tholos yielded a secondary interment burial of a women in the tomb that once
held the burial of a man, with objects that may belong to either such as a bronze
mirror with a carved ivory handle and small lapis lazuli and gold décor, an ivory
wing, glass paste beads, two carnelian beads, one lily-bud pendant of lapis lazuli
and one in glass paste, gold foil, gold rosettes, and gold lily-shaped beads.264
Though there are no weapons, the bronze plates likely of armor are of significance
because they suggest the warrior identity presented by other tholos tombs, and act
as an addition to the evidence of great wealth of both of the tomb’s occupants.
The last tholos tomb built at Mycenae is the Tomb of the Genii.
Excavation by Tsountas yielded small plaques of glass paste pierced for
attachment of which one is intricately carved with two genii, a large quantity of
gold foil, gold rosettes, 1438 glass beads, two faience beads, multiple other
groups of glass paste and beads, a carnelian bead, a lily-shaped bead, plaques with
argonaut designs, an ivy-leaf design, and a murex shell design, bronze nails,
fragments of bronze rings, a piece of a silver plate, a piece of a bronze plate, and
miscellaneous fragments of bronze, silver, and ivory.265 The quantity and
ostentation of the designs found with already high value materials presents tholos
tombs, and their occupants, as preeminent in the socio-economic hierarchy, and
sets this tomb type and occupant’s status above that of contemporary chamber
tombs that, though they may have similar objects, are not equitable in quantity
and value. The Tomb of the Genii exemplifies the tholos as a part of the discourse
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of elitism, broadly in continuity and recognizable to elites and by non-elites as
elite. At the same time it is an assertion of individualism because the tomb and
furnishings are explicitly associated with the dead. The supreme burials of the
tholos tombs at Mycenae perform the duality seen in lion iconography and chariot
use of intrinsic broader as well as locally individualized identity. Tholos tombs
thus show the ideal Mycenaean elite warrior identity in continuity and asserted by
manifest mortality.
Plundered and Preserved Tholoi
There are tholoi that appear to align more economically with chamber
tomb finds, but there are other tholoi proving the exact opposite. A tholos tomb at
Kazarma in the Argolid contained a warrior buried with a dagger, knives,
arrowheads, and ivory comb akin to burials described above in chamber tombs.266
But, though this burial appears at first to contain little, the tomb was not found
intact, and thus most likely contained more that has been plundered. Contrasting
to this tomb’s contents, the tholos tomb at Myrsinochorion-Routsi has six to seven
burials’ contents fully or partially preserved: one burial of a women with a
necklace of 54 amber beads, a bronze dagger “with inlaid decoration of
alternating gold and silver nautili set in a deep blue niello,” another dagger with
gold handle and bronze blade ostentatiously decorated with “inlaid gold leopards
in a rocky and wooded landscape,” and gold; the male skeleton in a burial layer
below the woman had mirrors, the ivory pommel of a sword, a gold ring, gold
beads, a silver cup, a gold and silver pin with a head of amethyst, and engraved
gems; and another skeleton in the tomb had an amber necklace, 15 engraved
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gems, ten swords and knives, and other vases.267 The latter tholos evidences a
more accurate image of the socio-economic status of a tholos burial. It is of a
markedly grandiose value relative to chamber tomb burials, which are marginally
reflective of tholos wealth in their similarity to the minimalistic and incomplete
burial furnishings at Kazarma.
The height of tholos burials, the richest preserved in the archaeological
record despite having been robbed, is that of Vaphio in Lakonia. The tomb dates
to early LHII, the 15th century BC.268 This burial exemplifies the potential height
of Mycenaean elitism. It reflects the ideal, and also by this evidence the real,
distinction of warrior kings. The tholos was built conspicuously on top of a hill as
an entirely manmade mound covered by earth; undesignated bones and objects
were scattered around the floor, among them nine carved gems, two silver pins,
two gold rings of which one has a depiction, gold foil, 30 amethyst beads of a
necklace, three gold beads, 19 gold rosette beads, fragments of daggers with
inlaid decoration, and fragments of ivory, all the remains of whatever was
plundered from the tomb.269 In addition to these finds, one burial in the chamber
floor was unrobbed. The skeleton had dissolved completely, but the furnishings
were still in place around where the skeleton used to be: above where the head
once was were two bronze vessels, a bronze long sword with handle secured by
three preserved gold rivets, seven bronze knives, a bronze sheath which may have
covered a wooden scepter, a bronze ladle, two bronze spearheads, a thin disk of
bronze that was likely a mirror, ten small disks of bronze and five of lead, two
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stone vessels, two vases of alabaster, one holding a silver spoon, two fragments of
a small silver vessel, two terracotta vessels and three terracotta lamps; in the area
of the neck and chest were 80 amethyst beads forming two rows of a necklace and
two carved gems; by the right side of the assumed body were a dagger with inlaid
decoration, a fragment of a blade with an inlaid gold band, and around the dagger
“a great number of very small…gold nails which perhaps covered the face of a
wooden scabbard;” by the middle of the burial near the dagger was a silver phiale,
or patera bowl, with a rim inlaid with gold; near the area of the hands were two
symmetrical groups, by the right one of the opulent gold Vaphio cups decorated
with a hunt of wild bulls, another silver cup, and a heap of twelve carved gems
making up a bracelet, and by the left the second gold cup with a scene of tamed
bulls in repousse, a silver cup, and the second heap of carved gems of a bracelet,
though by the left there were another silver phiale without handles and an
additional few carved gems; in the same area there were rings, one of gold, one of
bronze, and one of iron; at the foot of the grave were a bronze knife, two bronze
axes, and four disks of lead.270 Because the warrior’s weapons are piled at the two
ends of the grave and the inlaid dagger was set beside the body where a sword
would usually be placed, Tsountas suggests the grave was first for a warrior then
reused for a woman to whom the dagger and rings belong.271 Thus this may be
collectively the wealth of two individuals, both of whom have furnishings of
supreme value. But even though it may not be the burial of a single individual, it
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still asserts incredible wealth of the potential two separate individuals and of their
association. An additional burial in the tomb contained five swords, four
spearheads, and two knives, adding to the tomb’s status with yet another elite
warrior with rich articles.272 Articles of gold, ivory, glass, stone, and bronze are
rich, while silver and amber are rare, and this tholos tomb contains all of them and
contains all of them in quantity and in worked and detailed quality.273 Thus for the
Vaphio burials, the living had no need to withhold expense or articles but rather
have represented their own wealth as well as that of those buried in presenting the
dead with unquestionable identity. The living finitely established identity in the
burial and thus continue the identity of the supreme elites by expressing it as the
deceased elites’ despite mortality discontinuing their lives.
Burials and Defensive Equipment
The inclusion of defensive equipment, namely armor and helmets, is an
emphasis on mortality because the equipment’s’ purpose is to engage with and
prevent death. As such these articles in burial represent the active role component
of warrior identity in life. The tholos tomb at Midea-Dendra, dating to LHII after
1400 BC, contained two burials not spoliated when the tomb was plundered, one
of which included a warrior high elite or king.274 The evidence of high or royal
status and wealth is as follows: a large gold cup decorated in repousse with
octopuses, dolphins, and argonauts containing rings of which three had bezels of
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thin silver, lead, copper, and iron plates; a cup containing six gems with intaglio;
a silver goblet with hunting scenes; another silver cup; a cup of the same type as
that found at Vaphio, lined with gold and decorated with bulls on the silver
surface; a bronze vessel; and between the male and female in the burial a broken
ostrich egg in a silver neck mounting with bronze, gold, and multicolored glass
ornamentation of Egyptian origin.275 The weaponry included follows the
regularity of other tholos warrior burials. He was buried with a short bronze
sword with a gold-mounted hilt, three long bronze swords all with gold-mounted
hilts of which one has a pommel of agate and the other two have pommels of
gold-mounted ivory, and a pile of another sword, four spearheads, two bronze
knives, and two lead horns.276 The dead is clearly as supremely elite warrior.
But while weapons are representative of identity, evidence of the helmet is
a specific calling to warrior activity in life, the mortality and conquest in the hunt:
a great many small objects of greenish paste were found around his head, likely
decoration from a helmet, and some wild boar’s tusks shaped for a boar’s tusk
helmet were also found.277 Also found was bronze armor, a complete bronze
cuirass of which only fragmentary bronze plates and pieces have been found in
other tombs. It is clearly intended for full protection of vitals and vulnerable areas
of the body. The bronze cuirass was not designed as a full body set of armor and
not as more minor bronze attachments to a leather jerkin or clothing, but rather
275
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consists of overlapping horizontal plates around the torso of the body with vertical
shoulder pieces and a neckpiece.278 This is known to be a complete set of used
Mycenaean armor because it is the same corselet depicted on Linear B tablets
among listings of war equipment stock.279 This armor was designed for use, not
burial, as an anti-mortality object. The cuirass is a representation of continuity of
living identity because it protects warriors in combat so that they may
successfully continue to live and thereby be warriors. Thus the Mycenaean
attitude toward mortality, expressed by the defense of life in mortuary context, is
continuity, the living upholding the identity earned in life of the dead. But beyond
continuity of identity past life, the defensive equipment displays warrior identity
as holistically in life and death linked to confrontation of mortality, from self
enactment earning such identity in the first place to continue even after
succumbing to death and by default no longer being able to realistically confront
it. The tholos warrior burial brings a realism to warrior identity of mortality
alongside the idealism of warrior iconography and common object inclusions, the
regularity of which emphasizes respect of socio-economic class as well as of a
represented individual. Holistically, burial is a performance of continuity
inseparably linked to mortality.
Mycenaean Burial Customs
The articles of burial throughout the Mycenaean period are part of a
performance for the living as well as the dead, but the act and style of burial itself
is also a performance. Just as burial furnishings are a temporal and geographical
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regularity, so too shaft graves, chamber tombs, and tholos tombs have evidence of
temporal and geographical continuity in burial customs. The Mycenaeans
practiced inhumation and familial burials. Shaft graves and other tombs are family
tombs, including multiple burials and the movement of previous burials and
items. In shaft grave burial, all burials are inhumations with no signs of
cremation; almost all shaft graves have more than one burial, which would
involve sweeping previous bones aside.280 But though previous burials are
disturbed, respect is still evidenced. For the bones swept aside, furnishings were
moved and in some cases rearranged to reside with the moved, previous burial.281
The respect and multiple burials purposely organized together indicate a familial,
inherited identity. Multiple burials were predominant in chamber tombs, as well
as clearly evident in tholos tombs, and previous burials were moved aside in the
same manner as in shaft graves.282 The movement indicates that the burial is not
intended to be a long term performance solely for the dead, but rather the act of
burying is a performance for the living carrying it out and present in which they
respect the dead. The burial can thus define the continuity of identity beyond
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death in the funeral activities without permanence, and in turn shows that
continuity does not require permanent definition.
The movement of furnishings and the use of pits evidently designed to
prevent such movement appear contradictory, appearing to present the living who
move previous burials as disrespecting the dead and the dead as attempting to
hold ground. But in shaft graves, despoiling previous burials is a norm: grave
Lambda’s furnishings were removed from one burial, and another skeleton was
swept aside with its furnishings as evidenced by a pile of earth containing
weapons; but the despoilers were not simply robbers but rather reused the
grave.283 And in chamber tombs, the excessive lack of weapons in what were
plausibly warrior burials can be explained by lack of inclusion of such objects
from initial interment or by descendants removing objects of value and use when
a grave was reopened for subsequent use.284 This movement and removal is not a
disrespect, but rather should be viewed as a continuity of identity between
warriors because it is a normative means for the Mycenaean status-inheriting
warriors’ mortality cycle to continue. As burial movements and removals are by
family, it can be viewed as inherited identity through inherited material, familial
property.
The use of cists and pits for burial in chamber tombs and tholos tombs is
not explicitly to prevent movement. Such pits can be original places of burial
intended to leave persons undisturbed, but there are pits dug regularly for bones
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being moved aside as well.285 Tholos burials are the ultimate performance of
respect, and as such the intended occupant logically would be protected from
disrespect if movement was disrespectful, yet tholoi equally have and do not have
grave pits. For example, the Cyclopean Tomb has none while the Lion Tomb has
three.286 Pit burials are thus not solely defensive, but rather a delineation of the
individual’s place in death. It may be a claim of death because it claims a
definitive place for the dead in a tomb, a physical representation of death, and is a
definitive claim on the performance components, the furnishings included in the
pit, of a burial inherently acknowledging death. Thus movement and
establishment of burial do not represent a fight for respect but instead provide a
continuous link between identity or the individual and mortality.
Sarcophagi and Coffins
The practice of using sarcophagi, or coffins, in lieu of cists and pits is an
external style that, though not Mycenaean, appears in Mycenaean areas on the
mainland. Larnakes, a type of sarcophagi, are a definitely Minoan burial practice
across Crete and appear in mainland Boeotia.287 At Tanagra near Thebes, an
LHIII cemetery of several hundred chamber tombs have yielded many larnakes.288
But while the physical burial object is an item of acculturation, the iconographic
representations painted on it incorporate Mycenaean practice. The larnakes depict
primarily two Mycenaean funerary practices, mourning figures and libations:
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almost all of the larnakes found show a mourning stance where female figures
have arms raised above their heads, which is clearly associated with the burial act
itself as one larnax both depicts mourners and two figures placing a body in a
larnax.289 A larnax from Tomb 36 also depicts a figure holding up a Mycenaean
kylix, illustrating or alluding to the Mycenaean funerary practice of using and
then shattering drinking cups before the dromos of the tomb when it was to be
closed.290 Thus the iconography presents the external burial style as not replacing
Mycenaean custom but rather supplementing it, adopted without invalidating
Mycenaean identity.
The use of wooden coffins occurs without known Mycenaean precedent or
contemporary regularity in Athenian Mycenaean burials, but burials with them are
nonetheless distinctly defined as Mycenaean burials. In the bedrock of the
Athenian Agora under the terrace of the Middle Stoa a chamber tomb has been
found with four burials, two of which have evidence of coffins.291 Small
fragments of white wood for coffins were found with two of the four burials, both
of which were likely the first interment as they are laid parallel in close
alignment, and since the physical arrangement and similarity of their respective
pottery and coffins suggest they were buried together.292 Both skeletons are of
adult males, and both burials are suggestive of regular Mycenaean elite warrior
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identity. J. Lawrence Angel identified one burial as a male in his early 50s, with a
straight piece of wood under his right arm, while the other burial is of a male in
his early 20s with a spearhead resting on white wood over his legs.293 The
common Mycenaean practice of assigning furnishings to individual burials can be
deduced from this as the spearhead would have lain on top of the coffin inclosing
its owner. Vermeule and Travlos identify the white wood of this burial as likely
an undecorated coffin for the latter burial, the wood being either cypress or pine
which had not carbonized but retained the original ivory color under the bark.294
Though an undecorated wooden coffin appears uncharacteristic of Mycenaean
elite iconographic and burial tradition, the burial furnishings clearly identify these
two burials as Mycenaean elites and warriors. Specifically assigned and closely
arranged articles evidence as follows: the younger male wore two amygdaloid
beads on his left wrist, one amber bead, and one carnelian carved with a bird with
spread wings, had the aforementioned long spearhead over his legs, and nearby
were steatite ornaments, terracotta vessels, and a complex of bronze and ivory.295
The furnishings are the same as those found in other Mycenaean chamber tombs,
and as such indicate that the unusual case of the coffins are not a deterrence from
Mycenaean burial customs and do not detract from the Mycenaean customs.
There are a few other examples of wooden burial encasements in other
areas of the mainland. For example, chamber tomb 8 at Dendra and tomb 42 at
Prosymna have them, but these burials likewise, though not the norm, reflect
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Mycenaean identity in articles.296 Most Mycenaean chamber tombs and tholos
tombs do not have coffins or sarcophagi, though the tholos at Demini is an
exception with an anomalous stone sarcophagus.297 The lack of such encasement
is the norm, following the precedent of Grave Circle A and B, which have no
signs of coffins in shaft burial.298 Thus the typical performance of burial is visible,
and includes the dead via this unblocked presence. It may be interpreted as a
recognition, by inclusion of the dead elite, of the dead as a previous member of
the living elite performing the burial.
Funerary Banquets
Regular performances of elite identity in life continue unto death: the
activity of banqueting was shared by the living performing burial and the dead
with burial furnishings. The shaft graves of Grave Circle A were filled upon
burial, and this fill included earth, stones, human bones from other disturbed
burials, and the animal bones and seashells of a funeral feast at the interment.299
The presence of seashells helps to distinguish a funerary meal from animal
sacrifice that would only include animal bones. The living thus carry out one last
banquet with the dead, who are representationally participatory because they have
high quality banquet vessels. In the shaft graves the types of vessels make the
banquet connection obvious: shaft grave IV has a gold Mycenaean kantharos, an
296
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electrum goblet inlaid with gold and niello, a silver rhyton with repousse battle
and siege scenes, a rhyton shaped like a bull’s head, and a rhyton shaped like a
lioness’s head, all vessels typically used for drinking.300 The feast and vessels are
a performance of elitism for the living and the dead, an elitism made stark at the
Pylos shaft grave where none of the usually included ceramic vessels or sherds
were found, but only gold, silver, and bronze vessels.301
Chamber tombs chronologically and geographically continue the custom
across the socio-economic spectrum of lower and higher elite: chamber tombs can
contain, for example, an inlaid silver goblet of comparable quality to the shaft
graves or have terracotta vessels.302 The chamber tomb burial underneath the Stoa
in the Athens Agora exemplifies the cohesion of the burial vessels and banquet as
it held drinking vessels – a cup, goblet, a mixing-bowl, and a broken kylix – in the
burial chamber and in the doorway evidenced cups smashed against the doorway
after a final toast, a common occurrence and find in tomb entrances.303 The elite
activity is consistent with the high elite tholos burials as well: while cup
fragments are found in the dromos and stomion of such tholoi, elaborate gold cups
are buried within the chamber such as those from Dendra, decorated with
repousse octopuses, dolphins, and argonauts, and from Vaphio, decorated with
scenes of bull hunting and taming.304 This burial custom allows the dead to
continue participating in elite activity – although the banquet is one final time –
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past death and thus is further evidence of elite Mycenaean identity being
continued past death.
Tomb Architecture
The architecture of the chamber tombs and tholos tombs emphasizes the
performance of the burial, specifically the procession. Though the chamber of a
chamber tomb is underground, cut into rock, the dromos is a horizontal approach
cut down and thus open to the sky.305 The same is true of the tholos, where the
vault may be closed but the dromos as a horizontal entrance passage is open.306
The length of the dromos contributed to the impressive impact with which it
would present funeral attendants: tholoi had the longest dromoi, with the Treasury
of Atreus’s dromos 36 meters long and six meters wide and the Tomb of
Klytemnestra’s dromos 37 meters long and six meters wide, and chamber tombs
as burials of still elite but lower status persons were normally significantly
shorter.307 But the horizontal nature of the dromos was an improvement on the
vertical shaft of the shaft graves as it contributed to the impact as well as the
performance of the burial because the horizontal pathway made it possible for
funeral participants and attendants to accompany the dead into the tomb as
opposed to observing from above a vertical shaft. Just as the banquet included the
dead in the activity of the living, the dromos involved the living in the death by
bringing them into the physical place defined for the dead.
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The architectural design and visual decoration emphasized this procession
of the living while further portraying the wealth and status of dead. Paving refined
the funeral space and highlighted its separation from surrounding earth: for
example, at Mycenae some dromoi of tholos tombs are paved with “whitish
earth.”308 The dromos paving leads and continues inside the chamber to delineate
the entire funerary processional and activity space: for example, at Dendra the
tholos is paved with plaster, and the Epano Phournos at Mycenae and Argive
Heraion tholos are both paved with white pebbles.309 In addition, the visual
impact of the tomb façade as the threshold of the place of the dead further
delineated the funerary space, but did so as an elaborating delineation of the space
as elite as well as mortuary. Chamber tombs have a range of elite wealth
displayed: unadorned façades face lower status chamber tombs; slightly more
costly are façades coated with stucco, found at Mycenae; above simple stucco in
quality and status is, for example, the fresco painting of rosettes on three chamber
tombs also at Mycenae.310 Boeotia and the Argolid offer examples of such
frescoed chamber tombs. At Thebes in Boeotia, the processional way is
emphasized in a frescoed façade of an LHIIIA tomb with two dromoi, one
stomion of which even explicitly emphasizes its processional purpose as it has
two female figures in procession painted on the jambs.311 The processional
iconography on the doorway is evidence that façade decoration is recognized as a
direct link between status and funerary activity. The same is true of an LHIIIA
308
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chamber tomb at Argos, where the spiral band fresco draws attention to the
processional architecture, highlighting the mortuary nature of the burial
performance by highlighting the mortuary space.312 A façade’s visual impact thus
expresses the importance of architecture as processional and its use for status
display.
Tholos tombs do the same at a higher socio-economic level with richer
décor. The continuity of façade processional emphasis can again be reflected in
the Argolid, with the Treasury of Atreus, dated LHIIIB.313 The façade was as
follows: the doorway is 5.4 meters high, 2.7 meters wide, and 5.4 meters deep,
and contained double doors as evidenced on the threshold, flanked by half
columns of green marble carved with an emphatic zigzag and spiral decoration
and set on rectangular bases; above the lintel was the design of a row of circles
below a spiral pattern, which was below red marble carved with half-rosettes and
a triglyph pattern; and ornate red porphyry, or red marble, sculpted with spiral and
other designs would have filled the relieving triangle.314 Further, the dromos may
have been lined with the carved Elgin slabs, fragments of which depict a charging
bull with a tree.315 The tholos tomb visual impact was thus able to express elitism
with as much grandeur as burial furnishings, and by involving the living elite in
the burial physically via the procession.
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Though the Treasury of Atreus’ architecture components of the side
chamber and the decoration of the façade in varying elaborate stones are nonnormative features of tholos tombs, this tholos example of supreme socioeconomic status is an extension of the performance and display of tombs and is
not a far outlier.316 The earlier built Tomb of Aegisthus had a façade colored with
yellow clay which matched, and thus emphasized, yellow clay paving the dromos,
and had a secondary façade of stucco; and the Lion Tomb’s façade had a frame
design cut into it.317 While such decoration is not as elaborate as that on the
Treasury of Atreus, these earlier tombs are still colored and decorated. In
addition, later than the Tomb of Aegisthus and Lion Tomb and contemporary with
the Treasury of Atreus, the Tomb of Klytemnestra has elaborate decoration akin
to that of the Treasury of Atreus: the façade consisted of ashlar work with half
columns of gypsum on either side on semi circular bases, fluted with capitals
likely of gypsum depicting spiral pattern and plaited design, fragments of which
were found nearby; a bluish limestone frieze above the lintel decorated with a row
of circles, and above which was a grey greenstone frieze with a spiral pattern; and
a relieving triangle originally masked in colored stones.318 Just as some burials
have more numerous or more elaborate furnishings, so too tomb architecture like
those of the Treasury of Atreus and Tomb of Klytemnestra are elaborated pieces
of burial custom discourse.
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The question arises whether these exterior decorations were constantly
visible or not – were they covered by the manmade mound that buried the tombs
immediately after the burial, or left uncovered until the last of the burials destined
for them was interred? Evidence supports the former. A chamber tomb with a
plaster façade has been imprinted by pebbles and earth fill, evidence that the
dromos was filled soon after the decoration was made as the plaster did not have
time to fully harden.319 On a larger scale, the Tomb of Klytemnestra has a
removable blocking wall for the closing and reopening of the tomb, and this wall
is large enough that it would cover the façade decorations.320 Thus the façade
decorations would have been visible only during burials, further suggesting the
façade’s role in the funerary procession as a visible mark of elite activity linked to
mortality.
Interior decoration of tholos tombs further emphasizes mortality but does
so separately from the dead individual as it is not an adornment of the dead but of
the structural embodiment of the occupants’ mortality. The Treasury of Minyas
and that of Atreus serve as a case study, though their additional side chambers are
non-normative. The Treasury of Minyas has a main chamber built of marble
blocks, a corbel vault, and bronze nails at regular intervals for now lost interior
decoration; the side chamber is also elaborated with a ceiling of green schist slab,
the lower part of which is carved with rosettes, spirals, and plants, of which there
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are fan-shaped papyrus blossoms with projecting dagger-shaped buds, a regular
Mycenaean design.321 The Treasury of Atreus contains the same elements: bronze
nails and nail holes for affixing interior decoration, and holes in the high courses
of the dome positioned to suggest there was once a frieze in two bands; and in the
side chamber there are slabs of alabaster, roofed by two lintels with a smaller
version of the main chamber’s relieving triangle at its entrance, and bronze nails
and holes indicating a door.322 The tomb as a mortuary space is the physical
representation of mortality, of death. As such the decoration of the interior space,
which is visible in funeral practice but is left within the space designated for the
dead, represents death continuing to carry wealth, pronounced and exceptional, in
addition to the dead individual continuing to own the wealth of burial furnishings.
An elite warrior is honored in Mycenaean burial because their role continues to be
respected beyond death, but specifically elite warrior mortality is thus linked to
that honor and respect. Burial architecture thus emphasizes performative activity
in tandem with mortality.
Conclusion
Burial architecture, furnishings, and performance work to express the elite
warrior identity of the individual. Represented beyond death, the role of the
Mycenaean warrior is defined as linked to mortality in life and in death, and is so
in continuity as the burial customs evidencing this hold regularity through the
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Mycenaean period – from shaft graves to chamber and tholos tombs – and across
the Mycenaean geographic area. Whether anomalous, acculturated, or normative,
inclusions in Mycenaean burials offer an undisputed expression of Mycenaean
identity and show that identity to be centered around action and discourse
involving mortality. The Mycenaean attitude toward mortality is thus that it is not
something to be feared because when faced in combat, symbolically or actually,
and in death itself the significance of living identity continues beyond it via
mortuary practices.
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Conclusion

The Mycenaean warrior is a case study of the warrior culture aggrandizing
and aspiring toward that role at its height. In this research I examined three
primary expressions of warrior identity and its meaning: the prominent
iconography of lions, the functionality of chariots, and performance of burial
customs. I discovered from the research questions engaged and the examined
evidence that warrior values are portrayed in material culture by the material
culture’s use in elite practices as recognized trends temporally and
geographically. Warrior values align with Mycenaean militarism and heirarchy
because activity in use of their material culture engages trends and their discourse
for inclusion in Mycenaean warrior identity. This inclusion is apparent in the
research questions I posed, on the Mediterranean at large, non-warriors, and
warrior life: I discovered that the trans-Mediterranean elitism was a component of
Mycenaean elitism and participating in that discourse was valued for inclusion;
non-warrior women were not excluded from elitism but were able to use the
symbolic discourse and participation to identify with Mycenaean elitism and the
Mycenaean ideal; and the life of warriors as evidenced in combat activity
promotes the assertion of warrior identity made by engagement with or suggested
engagement with mortality within the elite material culture trends as an essential
part of the Mycenaean ideal. I found that the warrior ideal and association with
mortality was present in Mycenaean society throughout the Late Bronze Age, and
that continuity was also a major component of being Mycenaean as a form of
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assertion and participation, apparent in all three components of evidence
examined.
In researching lions through the Late Bronze Age and beyond the Bronze
Age Collapse, I argue that commonality reflected a trans-Mediterranean
discourse, intrinsically linking Mycenaean elitism with combative effectiveness,
evidenced in the domination of hunt and antithetical guardian imagery and
specified duel depictions of fatal thrust moments of victory. I examined materials
used in association with warrior symbolism and in my discussion of ivory
promote the importance of foreign materials as external expressions of inclusion
in a larger, recognizable through a degree of uniformity, Mediterranean network
and as internal affirmations of distinction from other Mycenaeans. But while I
argued that Mycenaean warrior culture was inseparable from the transMediterranean elite, my conclusion drawn from warrior iconography is that the
focus of the symbolic associations and discourse was the idealized individual’s
martiality, and how closely Mycenaean individuals, whether elite or aspirational,
could assert their connection.
The second research component, chariotry, reaffirms elitism and
Mycenaean military context. I examined the origin of the chariot and its use in
trans-Mediterranean cultures relative to Mycenaean and argue the Mycenaean use
was both elite expression – in trade, territory road infrastructure. and the wealth of
the horse – and clear military context. I argue that chariot use, as evidenced by
depictions, equipment lists, and material findings, was delineated as combat
technology that conveyed honor to individuals. The performance of the chariot in
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battle appears in frescoes, and was used with armor, spears and arrows, but
beyond that was a marker of identity, as in stele imagery. The chariot, whether an
aspirational motif or association with elite banquet activity, conveyed honor
because of its elite militaristic association. I challenged the pre-existing view that
the chariot was no more than a mode of transport to and from combat without
being used in combat, and argue the chariot’s use in combat is evidenced by
investment and depictions in the archaeological record. Further, the chariot
affirms warrior identity as the method of engagement with the warrior role and
mortality, defined as belonging to the Mycenaean period as shown by the later
shift to infantry warfare. I conclude that the use of the chariot was the use of
technology to affirm warrior identity and its defining connections of transMediterranean and Mycenaean elitism, and combativeness as asserted through
actualized engagement with mortality. In essence the chariot is a preeminent
means of actualizing Mycenaean elite warrior identity through the assertion of the
warrior role’s inherent connection to wealth and mortality.
The last piece of research I examined was the respect and representation
toward warriors once they met mortality. Burial materials reflect a continued
trans-Mediterranean, elite warrior identity throughout the Mycenaean period and
the burial styles of the shaft graves and succeeding chamber and tholos tombs.
Burial furnishings are a performance of honor conveying from the funeral party,
but the performance of customs, normative disturbance of burials and specifically
Mycenaean practices such as a final banquet or drink, is clear inclusion of the
dead in Mycenaean elite warrior society, affirming through representation an
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identity from others onto the dead incapable of asserting his own. I argue that the
burial customs emphasize the funeral in processional architecture as a means of
defining the dead’s mortality as well as their identity. Thus the conclusion I drawn
from Mycenaean burials is that the focus of burial custom was on mortality as
intrinsic to warrior identity and that identity has continuity beyond death because
of the elite warrior role’s idealism, the honor asserted in the role’s link to
mortality.
These three arguments connecting warrior identity and its continuity and
assertion through mortality culminate in my original finding that Mycenaean
warrior culture displays the ideal Mycenaean identity and what it means to be
Mycenaean as assertion of identity through mortality-engaging activity. Mortality
is the essential common link between the displays and use of warrior symbols,
technology, and performance, and is the reason for such displays and associations
because it is the ultimate expression of assertion of Mycenaean life, an
affirmation of Mycenaean identity as assertive activity even in continuity beyond
living ability for activity. I conclude that warrior identity shows the Mycenaean
attitude toward identity to be one of asserting with proof and distinction
Mycenaean idealistic culture. To the death the warrior is a window into the
concept of the Mycenaean.
This paper has attempted to examine what it meant to be Mycenaean from
the new perspective of a focus on idealism and mortality. Using the warrior as a
case study, this paper has analyzed the meaning and link between the warrior and
warrior role association with mortality, and has sought parallels and differences
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outside and inside of Mycenaean society. But the warrior is not the singular
window into Bronze Age Mycenae. From this study further questions may be
examined of non-warrior identity, such as of Mycenaean women, and of
Mycenaean religion and belief associated with mortality to better understand
Bronze Age Mycenae at large and to better understand the Mycenaean warrior in
context. The broader question these next directions of study can contribute to and
that this paper analyzes is what was the Mycenaean perspective, how did the
Mycenaeans evidence identity. The answer drawn from the warrior culture of
Mycenae is constant assertion wherever Mycenaean identity arises – in life, in
death, by aspirational non-warriors, by participatory non-warriors, by idealized
warriors, in the Aegean and abroad. Warrior culture begins to define Mycenaean
identity as intrinsically and actively pursuing the warrior role’s ability to perform
the Mycenaean ideal assertion by mortality.
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